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The use of municipal refuse (RDF) as fuels has
received widespread attention for reason of itsenergy
equivalence and the increasing lack of available landfill
sites.The principal obstacle to the construction ofcom-
bustion facilities is that RDF produces toxic compounds,
including heavy metals and such organic compoundsas PCDD
and PCDF.
In this study, the emissions of metal and organic
compounds were investigated under oxygen deficient and
oxygen surplus conditions for the RDF and such high volume
contributors as office papers and magazines.The principal
metal emissions of the RDF were Al, Ca, K, Si, and Zn.
Magazines significantly contribute B, Mg, Mn, Ti emissions,
whereas office papers contributed Ti and Zn emissions.The
metal emissions were not significantly different between
oxygen deficient and oxygen surplus conditions at a
temperature of 750°C.
Redacted for privacyThe combustion of RDF produceda full range of PCDFs
and PCDFs, the source of whichwas determined to be RDF,
papers, and even untreated wood combustion effluents in the
parts-per-billion range.In contrast to metal emissions,
emission rates were higher under theoxygen surplus
condition than for the oxygen deficient conditionand PCDD
and PCDF emissions were significant in relation tothe
chloride contents of fuel, rather than by fuel typeas was
the case for the large volume contributors.
With the exception of Hg, Se, S, Sr, andPb, the metal
emissions were largely derived from the particles inthe
effluent.Metal and Organic Emissions From RDF
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1. INTRODUCTION
Background
The amount of energy available from municipalsolid
waste (MSW) is equivalent to 10% ofall the coal used by
electric utilities in the U.S.,an amount sufficient to
light every home and office inthe country (Campbell,
1976). It has been estimated thatenergy extraction systems
operating in 30 citiesor counties could recover the energy
equivalent of 40,000 barrels of oilper day.Therefore, it
is not surprising that refuse derivedfuels have become in-
creasingly attractive alternativesto energy derived from
coal or oil fuels in view of the variousengineering,
environmental, and economicconcerns, including the rising
costs of traditional fuels, scarcityof available landfill
sites, the growing interest in recycling,and ever-increas-
ng energy demands.
The principal obstacle to the constructionof munici-
pal waste combustion facilities is thatusing refuse as a
fuel produces several hundred stableand toxic compounds,2
fuel produces several hundred stable and toxic compounds,
including heavy metals and polychlorinated dibenzodioxins
(PCDD) and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDF).These
compounds are always present in either parts-per-million
(ppm) or parts-per billion (ppb) concentrations in all
emissions from refuse-derived fuels. Even the combustionof
untreated wood is a potential source of dioxin formation
(Hutzinger et al., 1985).
High metal concentrations have been reported in parti-
cles derived from refuse combustion.When refuse derived
fuels (RDF) were added to coal, thenCr, Mn, Sb, and Pb
emissions increased substantially (Tayloret al., 1982).
In addition, printing inksare a source of Pb and Zn;
paints are sources of Ti, Cr,and Pb; plastic stabilizers
are sources of Sb and Cd; and Hg, Cd, Cr, Mn, Pb,Sn, and
Zn were found to be derived from thenoncombustible compo-
nents of refuse as wellas from the combustibles (Law and
Gordon, 1979).Moreover, high levels of Ca, Mg, Na, Mn,
Ti, Fe, K, and Cu were found innewspaper and even wood
products emit such metal pollutantsas Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, and
Pb (Campbell, 1976).
It has been recognized that all metalswill exert
toxic effects when present inexcessive amounts.The very
essential elements iron,copper, and cobalt can become
deadly poisons.Furthermore, certain toxic metals, classed
as such because of their adverse effects inrelatively
small doses, may fulfilsome essential function in more3
minute concentrations.Essential physiological roles for
the very toxic elements of cadmium,arsenic, and lead have
been recently inferred.The health effect of the principal
metals are presented in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1Health Effects of Excessive Concentrationof
Principal Metals.
Substance Health effects
Lead Brain damage, behavior disorder, convulsions,
death
Fluorides Mottled teeth, weakling of bone, weight loss,
thyroid and kidney injury, death
Manganese Fever, pneumonia
Arsenic Dermatitis, melanosis, perforation of nasal
septum, possible carcinogen
Nickel Dermatitis, dizziness, headaches,nausea,
carcinogenesis
Cadmium Gastrointestinal disorder, respiratorytract
disturbances carcinogenic, mutagenic
Mercury Tremor, skin eruption, hallucinations
Selenium Depression, jaundice, nosebleed, dizziness,
headache
Aluminum Toxic to nervous system
Arsenic Protoplasmic poison, perforation of nasal
septum, toxic to liver, carcinogen
Antimony Carcinogen
Chromium Irritating to muscous membrane skin and
conjunctiva, perforation of the septum
Copper Respiratory and dermatologic complaints,edema
of eyelids
Lithium Nausea, vomiting, profuse diarrhea
Molybdenum Growth retardation, weight loss
Silicon Disease of the lung
Although, when compared toother compounds, thecon-
centrations and quantitiesof trace organic compounds such
as PCDDs and PCDFs are not large, theirrelatively higher
toxicities createan important health concern.A wide
range of PCDDs, including tetra-,penta-, hexa-, hepta-,
and octa-chlorinatedcongeners have been found in a variety
of samples, includinghuman adipose tissue and breastmilk,4
in fish, and in air particlematter.The principal envi-
ronmental sources of PCDDs and PCDFsare suspected to be
industrial sources (including pulp andpaper mills), motor
vehicles, organic chemical manufacturingprocesses,
incinerators (industrial, hazardous waste, hospital,and
municipal solid waste), forest fires andresidential wood
firing (Travis et al., 1989).
Previous studies (Czuczwa and Hite,1984; Harasek and
Hutzinger, 1986) have indicated thatmunicipal solid waste
incineration facilitiesare major contributors of dioxins
and furans to the environment.Hutzinger and colleagues
(1985) have demonstrate that three possibilitieswhich ac-
count for the presence of thesecontaminants in incinerator
emissions are:1) PCDDs/PCDFs are already present inwaste
and are not completely transformedduring combustion;
2) PCDDs/PCDFs are producedfrom chlorinated precursors
such as PCBs, chlorophenols,and chlorobenzenes found in
raw refuse; and 3) PCDDs/PCDFsare formed via de novo syn-
thesis.It would be difficult toname another class of
compounds with a similar reputation.There are a total of
75 PCDD congeners anda total of 135 PCDF congeners can be
substituted when from one to eightchlorine compounds are
present.However, the dioxins and furans in whichchlorine
atoms are present at differentpositions on the rings are
not nearly as toxic.5
Figure 1.1PCDDs and PCDFs.
For example, 1368-D is a million timesless toxic than
2378-D.There are also a widerange of susceptibilities to
harmful effects among animal species.Most of public scru-
tiny has been caused byone member of this class:2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin.This compound is known as
"the most toxic man-made chemical"(Hite, 1990).It takes
only 0.6 Ag of 2,3,7,8-TCDDfor each kilogram of body mass
to kill 50% of a populationof guinea pigs; 2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzofuran (2378-F) isalmost as toxic.
Toxicity evaluationsare provided in Table 1.2.
Clearly ,the dioxins and furansare hazardous com-
pounds that warrantconcern. Because of their chemical
stability and resistance to biologicaldegradation and
their toxicity, thepresence of dioxins in the environment
poses a potential health hazard tohumans and other6
organisms.In the United States, billions ofdollars have
been spent in the study of these compounds.To acquire
more information about their formation and distribution,
Table 1.2Comparative Evaluation of Ferotoxicityand
Teratoxicity of Rat to PCDDs and Toxicityof




2,3,7,8-TCDD 0.03 Guinea 0.6
1,2,3,4-TCDD 800 Rat 40
2-monochlorodioxin 2,000 Monkey 70
2,7- Dichiorodioxin 100,000 Rabbit 115
Octachlorodioxin 500,000 Dog 150




they have received publicattention at the highest levels
from several governments(Hite, 1990).
Purpose of the Study
For this study, the emissionsof metal and organic
compounds have been investigatedunder "oxygen surplus" and
"oxygen deficient" conditionsfor combustion effluents
derived from municipalrefuse and such its large volume
contributors as officepapers and magazines.
The composition of thecombustible fractions of MSW
varies significantly,dependent upon such factorsas the
economic status of theneighborhood and the time ofyear.
For example, refuse frommore affluent neighberhoods will
contain only small amountsof food wastes since mosthomes7
are equipped with garbage disposals.The amount of yard
waste varies with season, climate, and location.The data
provided in Table 1.3 gives thebreakdown of representative
municipal refuse compositionson an average basis.Urban
refuse has a typical composition offerrous metal, 7.6%;
glass, 10.5%; Al, 1.1%; Cu-based metals,0.06%; Zn-based
metals, 0.14%; and fine glass, grit, dirt,and ceramics,
10.0%.The remaining 70.6% of the refuse isclassified as
combustible, but contain pigments,inks, stabilizers for
plastics, clay fillers, whitenersfor photosensitizers, and
various other chemicalcompounds.In combustible RDF, it
is assumed thatpaper and paper products are the principal
constituents of the refuse.
Table 1.3Composition of Typical Refuse(Law and Gordon,
1979).
PRODUCTS %(by wt) PRODUCTS %(by wt)
ferrous metal 7.6 Corrugated board 3.5
aluminum 1.1 paper 51.7
copper-base metal 0.06 putrescibles 4.4
plastics 5.0 miscellaneous 0.9
leather and rubber 0.7 fine glass, girt,10.0
fabrics 1.8 dirt, ceramics,
wood 2.6 glass 10.5
zinc-base metal 0.14
The data given in Table1.4 represent average values for
the paper fraction of MSW inthe U.S.8
Table 1.4Composition of Paper Fraction of MSW in
(Campbell, 1976).
the U.S.
COMPONENTS %(by wt) COMPONENTS %(by wt)
Corrugated cardboard 26.7 Other,paper board 13.3
office paper 12.2 magazine,news paper 25.6
paper packing 12.6 paper plates,cups 1.4
Tissue paper, towels 5.3
Magazine papers contribute20% of RDF and the fraction of
office papers in RDF isapproximately 10% (Tables 1.3 and
1.4).For the current investigation,most studies of large
volume contributors have emphasizedpaper products, with a
minority of studies directedtoward seasonal variations in
RDF.Samples were classfied accordingto the season and by
high volume MSW contributorssuch as newspapers andmaga-
zines.Each was then being analyzedseparately to identify
the major contributorsources as well as the seasonal
variations in pollutantemissions.
The thermal behaviorof PCDDs and PCDFs in electro-
static precipitatorash (fly ash) from municipalwaste
incinerators has beenrecently investigated (Hangenmaieret
al., 1987).Subject to "oxygen surplus"conditions, a 10-
fold increase in PCDDand PCDF concentrationswas obtained
at a temperature of300°C; there were no changesat temper-
atures below 200°C andthe complete destruction ofPCDDs
and PCDFs occurred at 600°C,when the fly ash had been
heated for two hours.The increase at 300°Cwas attributed
to the conversion ofprecursor compounds present in thefly
ash to PCDD and PCDF,whereas destruction of PCDDsand9
PCDFs at 600°C was explainedas purely thermal destruction
at prolonged reaction times.Under "oxygen deficient"
conditions, dechlorination/hydrogenationreactions cata-
lyzed by fly ash were observed.The addition of octaCDD
and octaCDF to fly ash subsequent toheat treatment led to
the formation of mono- to hepta-CDD/CDF.On the basis of
the evidence, the effect of theoxygen supply range in
pollutant emissions between 70% and 110%was investigated
for metals as well as for PCDDs andPCDFs at a temperature
of 750°C, based upon the assumptionthat research findings
will have consequences forthe intepretation of pollutant
emissions in waste combustionfacilities and will aid in
the process of minimizing metaland organic emissions from
these types of facilities.
Finally, emissionswere compared by the New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS),under Section 111(b) of the
Clean Air Act proposed bythe U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (1989 [EPA]), whichsubsequently became lawon
November 15, 1990.The designated pollutantsselected for
regulation under this standardwere those compounds emitted
from Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)referred to as "Municial
Solid Combustion (MWC) emissions"(Johnston and Stevenson,
1990).MWC emissions are categorizedas three general
pollutants:1) MWC organics, particularlydioxin and
furans; 2) MWC metals,or the condensible metals associated
with particulate matter(PM) emissions from MWC; and 3)MWC
acid gases, in particular,sulfur dioxide and hydrogen10
chloride.By virtue of the law of 1990, the emission
limits for facilitiesare as outlined in Table 1.5.
Table 1.5Emission Limitsb under New SourcePerformance
Standards.
New facility Existing facility
Plant capacity(tpd) 1250 >250 1250250-2200>2200
MWC metals, mg/dscm
(as PM)
34 34 68 68 34
MWC organics, ng/dscm75 30 500 125 30
(as CDF/CDD) (250)a (1000)'(250)'
MWC acid gases
HC1,%reduction` 80 90 none 50 95
S02,%reduction4 50 85 none 50 85
Note:a value indicated for RDF facility;
b Corrected to 7% 02;
` indicated percent reduction,or less than 25 ppmv;
indicated percent reduction,or less than 30 ppmv.
In the current investigation,RDF emissions were com-
pared to the NSPS in threecategories, including metals,
acid, and organic emissionstandards, in addition to the
following observations.NSPS MWC metals are controlled by
an emissions limit formulatedon the basis of Particulate
Matter (PM).The intent of the NSPS is tocontrol the
level of PM results for 97percent or more of all MWC
metals, with the exceptionof mercury.For the current
investigation, the fractionsof the metal concentrates of
particulate in effluentswas inspected to assign the source
of metal emissions to eithereffluent particles orgases.11
In summary, This study was undertakento address the
following objectives:1) to determine the principal metal
and organic emissions from the municipalrefuse combustion;
2) to determine the contributions fromsuch municipal
refuse components as magazine and officepapers to metal
and organic emissions; 3) to determinethe variations in
metal and organic emissions from municipalrefuse
combustion upon a seasonal basis;and 4) to determine the
optimum operating conditionsas related to changes in the
combustion oxygen supply.The secondary purpose was to
compare the emissions from municipal refusecombustion to
the New Source PerformanceStandard (NSPS).2. EXPERIMENTATION
Sample Collection
12
At a minimum of 170 lbs each,samples were collected
from several Pacific Northwest regions,including Tacoma,
Seattle and Olympia, Washingtonand Portland, Oregon bya
Bonneville Power AdministrationTechnical Support Services
contractor and a representativeof the Washington State
Energy Office Task Force.All samples were distinguishable
as commercial officepaper, mixed waste paper, or refuse
derived fuels.A wood fuel, Ponderosa pine,was supplied
by Broning Cutstock inJulietta, Idaho.
Commercial officepapers were composed principally of
8.5 by 11 inch sheets ofpaper, the common stock in nearly
all offices; mixed wastepapers were composed primarily of
magazines, newsprint, andjournals; and the RDF samples
were collected from residentialcurb-side recycle bins
containing recyclable materials(i.e., metals, glass, and
paper) or non-recyclable,non-organic refuse.The RDF sam-
ples were then separatedinto heavy and light fractionsby
an air separator.The light RDF portionswere collected on
a quarterly basis to determineseasonal variation.The
types of samplesare listed below Table 2.1.13
Table 2.1Types of Fuel Samples.
Abbreviation Sample Types
WOOD Ponderosa pine
OFFICE Commercial Office Paper
OFFICE/WOOD Office paper with Ponderosa Pine
MAGAZINE Residential recycle paper
MAG/WOOD Residential recycle paper with Ponderosa
Pine
RDF, fall Refuse Derived Fuel in the fall
RDF, winter Refuse Derived Fuel in the Winter
RDF, spring Refuse Derived Fuel in the Spring
RDF, summer Refuse Derived Fuel in the Summer
RDF,combo RDF Combined from RDF (fall), RDF (winter),
RDF (spring), RDF (summer)
After all samples had beencollected, the samples were
dried, shredded, andpelletized.The pellets were approxi-
mately 0.25 inch in diameterby from 0.75 to 2 inches in
length.Combustion was conductedfor the case of a raw
sample wet basis moistureof 15% or less.
Combustion
Hutzinger et al. (1985)found that such operational
variables as the reactiontemperatures, residence time, the
air-fuel ratio and thefuel feed-size affect theextent of
pollutant emissions.It wasalso reported that therewere
no correlations bewteen organicemissions and such factors
as stock gas temperatures,low fuel stocks and stockgas
concentrations of HC1, SO2and CO.On the basis of the
evidence presented, thecombustion of municipal refusewas
conducted subject to theprecautions that should be takenin order to replicate identicaloperating conditions for
each sample, with theexception of the oxygen supply.
Combustion of pelletizedpapers was performed at the




























Table 2.2Air-Level Combinations (PCDD and PCDFcombus-
tion, indicated by *, excepted).
















Excess air was determined on the basisof the carbon
content of the pelletized recycledpaper or RDF and by the
quantity of carbon dioxideat the exhaust gas outlet.To
maintain the over fire/under firerelationship of air to
the fuel bed, an ash stirrerwas used to reduce build-up of
ash on the grate.
Wood fuel was fired for the timerequired to achieve
thermal equilibrium.After the combustion unitwas warmed-
up, the test fuels were introduced tothe unit and allowed
to achieve the thermal equilibriumprior to the conduct of
test sampling.AT 24" above the grate, temperaturewas
measured by ceramic thermocoupleprobes.The temperature
was maintained at 750°C inside thecombustor and at 200°C. at16
the sampling point.The exhaust gas in the chimney was
isokinetically trapped by the EPA (1989a)Method 5 sampling
train for heavy metals, particulate, and acidemissions and
the modified Method 5 sampling train for PCDDsand PCDFs.
With the exception of minor modifications,the procedures
used to test for metal and organic emissionswere nearly
identical to the methods described bythe EPA (1989a,
1989b, 1990).The procedures summarized in the following
section distinguish modificationsfrom the original proto-
col.
Inorganic Emission Samplina
EPA Method 5 (1989a) was used for the determinationof
total metals, including chromium(Cr), cadmium (Cd), arsen-
ic (As), nickel (Ni),manganese (Mn), copper (Cu), zinc
(Zn), lead (Pb), Selenium (Se),phosphorus (P), titanium
(Ti), silver (Ag), antimonyb), and mercury (Hg) emissions
from the combustionprocesses.Total particulate, acid
emissions, and moisture contentswere determined simulta-
neously.
The stock samples were withdrawnisokinetically from
the source, with particulateemissions collected in the
probe and on a heated filter;gaseous emissions were col-
lected in a series of chilledimpingers, two containinga
solution of dilute nitric acidin hydrogen peroxide andone
containing an acid potassiumpermanganate solution.The
sampling train componentswere recovered and digested with17
acid solutions in separate front andback half-fractions to
dissolve inorganic materials andto remove organic
constituents that could have created analytical
interferences.Acid digestion was performed usinga Teflon
vessel in a microwave oven.The aliquot of the first
nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide impingersolution was
analyzed for chloride and fluoride by ionchromatography
(IC).The remainder of the nitric acid andhydrogen
peroxide impinger solution, the acidicpermanganate
impinger solution, and theprobe rinse and digested filter
solutions were analyzed for seleniumin an automated
fluorimetric system provided bythe Biological Service of
the Department of AgriculturalChemistry, Oregon State
University, and formercury by cold vapor atomic absorption
spectroscopy (CVAAS) by WaterAnalysis & Consulting, Inc.,
Eugene, OR.
With the exception ofthe permanganate solution and
the silica gel, the remainderof the sampling train batches
were analyzed for copper (Cu), cadmium(Cd), chromium (Cr),
nickel (Ni), arsenic(As), antimony (Sb), lead (Pb),molyb-
denum (Mo), titanium (Ti), tin(Sn), strontium (Sr), calci-
um (Ca), magnesium (Mg), potassium(K), sodium (Na), sul-
fur (S), phosphate (P),silicon (Si), iron (Fe),manganese
(Mn), zinc (Zn), aluminum(Al), and boron (B) by induc-
tively coupledargon plasma emission spectroscopy(ICAP) at
the Environmental ProtectionAgency Laboratory, Corvallis,
Oregon.ICAP analytical detection limitsfor the sample18
solutions were as follows:Ca (5 ppb), Mg (15 ppb), K (50
ppb), P (45 ppb), S (15 ppb), Si(15 ppb), Ti (4 ppb), Mo
(4 ppb), Sn (10 ppb), Al (25ppb), Al (25 ppb), B (5 ppb),
Cd (2 ppb), Cu (2 ppb), Cr (4 ppb),Fe (3 ppb), Ni (6 ppb),
Pb (25 ppb), Zn (2 ppb), Mn (1ppb), Sr (1 ppb), As (15
ppb), Sb (25 ppb).The detection limit for mercuryby
CVAAS was approximately 0.2 ppb.
Apparatus and Preparation of the SamplingTrain
A schematic of the sampling train isshown in Figure
2.2.The sampling train consisted ofthe following compo-
nents:probe nozzle, filter holder,condenser, and control
system.A glass fiber filter, which exhibitedgreater than
99.95 percent efficiency inthe filter holder, was used to
trap particulates from theeffluent.The condenser was
used for the condensationand collection of gaseous metals
and for the determinationof the moisture content of stock
gases.The condensing system consistedof four impingers
with glass fittings inan ice bath, connected in a series
for chilling exhaustgases.The first and second impingers
contained 100 ml of 5% nitricacid to a 10% hydrogenperox-
ide solution, the thirdimpinger contained 100 mlof 4%
potassium permangante solutionin 10% percent sulfuric











Figure 2.2EPA Method 5 Sampling Train20
silica gel.The control system controlled the flow rateof
the sampling train, affecting the isokineticwithdrawal of
the stock sample from the effluent.
Procedures
Sample recovery
The disassembly and recovery of the sampling trainwas
initiated within two hours following combustion.The
sample recovery scheme is shown in Figure2.3.Containers
1 through 6 were prepared for samplerecovery as follows.
1)Container 1:The filter and particulates that
adhered to the filter holderwere removed from the filter
holder and placed ina petri-dish container.
2)Container 2:Particulate matter and any conden-
sate were transferred from theprobe nozzle, the probe fit-
ting, the probe liner,and the front half of the filter
holder by washing the components ina 100 ml acetone wash,
which was then placed in container2.
3)Container 3:The probe liner, probe nozzle, and
front half of the filter holderwere rinsed with 100 ml of
0.1 N nitric acid and the washwas placed in container 3.
4)Container 4:20 ml of liquid combined from the
first two impingerswas transferred to a bottle for acid
emission analysis.The remainder of the liquid in these
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Figure 2.3Total Metals Test SampleRecovery and AnalysisScheme22
recorded to calculate the moisturecontent of the sampled
flue gas.Each of the first two impingers, thefilter
support, the back half of the filter housing,and the
connecting glasswarewere cleaned by thoroughly rinsing
with 100 ml of 0.1 N nitric acid.The rinses and the
impinger solutions were combinedand measured by volume.
5)Container 5:The liquid from the permanganate
impinger was poured intoa container and measured by volume
to calculate the moisture contentof sampled flue gas.The
permanganate impinger and the connectingglassware were
rinsed with 100 ml of the acidifiedpotassium permanganate
solution and then by 50 mlof 8 N HC1 to remove any resi-
due.The rinses and the impingersolution were combined
and placed in container5.
6)Container 6:The silica gel was removed from the
impinger and recorded by weightto calculate the moisture
content of the sampled fluegas.The silica gel was then
discarded.
Sample preparation
1)Container 1:The filter and filter catch incon-
tainer 1 were desiccatedwithout heat and weighed forpar-
ticulate emissions.The filter with the filtercatch were
then divided into portionsof 0.5 grams each and placedin
a teflon vessel, to whichwas added 6 ml of nitric acid and
4 ml hydrofluoric acid.The sample vessels were microwaved
for 40 minutes at intervalsfrom 1 to 5 minutes each at60023
watts.The vessels were cooled atroom temperature and
combined with the acid digestedprobe rinses in contain-
er 3.
2)Container 2:The contents in container 2were
evaporated to dryness at ambienttemperature and pressure
without heat and weighed forparticulate emissions, then
resolubilized with nitric acid.The resultant sample was
combined with container 3 priorto the procedure described
below.
3)Container 3:A sample volume with a pH lowerthan
2.0 was reduced to approximately50 ml by heating on a hot
plate at a temperature justbelow boiling.The sample was
then digested ina teflon vessel following the procedures
described for container1.The sample was then combined
with the acid digestedportions of container 1.The resul-
tant combined samplewas referred to as FRACTION 1, fil-
tered by Whatman 541 filterpaper, and then diluted to 300
ml with water, followingwhich 50 ml of Fraction 1was re-
moved and labeled FRACTION1B.The remaining 250 ml was
labeled FRACTION 1A.
4)Container 4:50 ml of this sample was removedfor
mercury and selenium analysis andlabeled as FRACTION 2B.
The remaining portion ofcontainer 4 was labeled FRACTION
2A.The volume of fraction2A was reduced to approximately
20 ml on a hot plate at justbelow the boiling point.
Fraction 2A was then digestedwith 10 ml of 5% nitric acid
for 20 minutes at intervalsof 1 to 5 minutes eachand 1024
ml of 3% hydrogen peroxidefor 6 minutes.Finally, with 50
ml of hot water added, thesample was heated foran addi-
tional 10 minutes.
5)Container 5:This sample was referred toas FRAC-
TION 3.
Sample analysis
For each sampling train, six individualsamples were
generated for analysis.A schematic identifying each
sample and the prescribedsample analysis scheme is shown
in Figure 2.2.The first two samples, labeledFRACTION lA
and FRACTION 1B, consistedof digested samples from the
front half of the train.The third and fourth samples,
labeled FRACTION 2A andFRACTION 2B, contain digestedsam-
ples from the H2O andH202 in impingers 1 through 2.The
fifth sample, labeledFRACTION 3, consisted of the impinger
contents and the permanganteimpinger rinses.The sixth
sample, labeled FRACTIONIC, consisted of an aliquotof the
first impinger.
FRACTIONs 1A and 2Awere analyzed by ICAP for deter-
mination of front andback halves.FRACTION 1B was ana-
lyzed for front halfmercury and selenium and FRACTION2B
and 3 were analyzed forback half contents.The blank sam-
ples were precessed, digested,and then analyzedas de-
scribed in the aboveprocedures to maintain qualitycon-
trol.25
Calculations
1)FRACTION lA for metals, with the exceptionof
front half Hg and Se:
Ma= Ca X V,1 / Mf
whereMa :Concentration of each metal in thefront
half, ppm;
Ca :Concentration of metal in sampleFRACTION
1A, ug/ml;
Vsoln,1 :Total volume of digested samplesolution,
300 ml; and
Mf :Weight of burned sample,grams.
2)FRACTION 2A for metals, with theexception of back
half Hg and Se:
Mbh= Ca X Va X(1+Vic/V12) / Mf
where Mbh :Concentration of each metal inthe back
half, ppm;
Ca :Concentration of metal in sampleFRACTION
2A, ug/ml;
Va :Volume of digested sample solution,150 ml;
Vic :Aliquot of fist two impingerfor IC analy-
sis, 20 ml;
V12 :Total volume of first two impingers,ml; and
Mf :Weight of burned sample,grams.
3)Total train, for all metalswith the exception of
Hg and Se:
Mt = (Mfh)(fhb) + (Mbh Mbhb)where Mt Total concentration of each metalin sam-
pling train, ppm;
Mfh :Concentration of each metal in thefront
half, ppm;
Mbh Concentration of each metal in the back
half, ppm;
Mfhb:Reagent blank concentration in the front
half, ppm; and
Mbhb :Reagent blank concentration in theback
half, ppm.
4)FRACTION 1B for Hg and Se in thefront half:
HSfb= Ca XVsoln,1 Mf
26
where HSfh :Concentration of Hg and Se in thefront
half, ppm;
Ca:Concentration of Hg and Se insample FRAC-
TION 1B, ug/ml;
Vsoln,1:Total volume of digestedsample solution,
300 ml; and
Mf:Weight of burned sample,grams.
5)FRACTION 2B for Hg and Se inthe back half
HSbh= Ca X Vb X ( 1+Vic/V12/ Mf
where HSbh :Concentration of Hg and Se inthe back half,
PPm;
Ca :Concentration of Hg and Se insample FRAC-
TION 2B, ug;
Vb :Total volume of FRACTION2, ml;27
Vic:Aliquot of fist two impinger forIC analy-
sis, 20 ml;
V12 :Total volume of first two impinger,ml; and
Mf :Weight of burned sample,grams.
6)FRACTION 3 for Hg and Se in the backhalf:
HS3 = Ca XV3/ Mf
where HS3 :Concentration of Hg and Se in FRACTION3,
ppm;
Ca :Concentration of Hg and Se in sampleFRAC-
TION 3, ug/ml;
V3 :Total volume of FRACTION 3, 250 ml;and
Mf :Weight of burned sample,grams.
7)Total train, for Hg and Se:
HSt = (HSfh HSfhb) (HSbh HSbhb) (HS3 HS3b )
where HSt:Total concentration of Hg and Se insampling
train, ppm;
HSfh:Concentration of Hg and Se in thefront
half, ppm;
HSbh:Concentration of Hg and Se inthe back half,
ppm;
HSfhb :Reagent blank concentration inthe front
half, ppm;
HSbhb :Reagent blank concentration inthe back
half, ppm;
HS3 :Concentration of Hg and Se inthe third
impinger, ppm; and28
HS3b:Concentration of Hg and Se in thethird
impinger, ppm.
8)Acid emissions for Cl andF:
= (Ccl,f-"Ccl,fb)xV12 / Mf
where McLf :Concentration of Cl and F in samplingtrain,
ppm;
Ccl,f :Concentration of Cl and F in firsttwo
impingers, ug/1;
Ccl,fb Reagent blank concentration in firsttwo
impingers, ug/1;
:Total volume of first two impinger,ml; and
Mf:Weight of burned sample,grams.
9)Particulate
14p = (W1 + W2) / Mf
where Mp :Concentration of particulate,ppm;
W1:Net weight of container1 (filter), ug;
W2 :Net weight of container 2(probe rinse), ug;
and
Mf:Weight of burned sample,grams.
10)Moisture content:
PL, = 0712 +V3 x 1E-6 / Mf
where Mmc :Concentration of Moisture,ppm;
V12:Net volume of first two impinger,ml;
V3:Net volume of third impinger,ml;
W, :Net weight of silica gel impinger,grams;
and
Mf :Weight of burned sample,grams.29
For each concentration of stockgas, the weight of the
burn sample, Mf, was replaced withan equal volume in
weight of the gas sample, dscm,and the unit of eachcon-
centration was checked.
Organic Emission Sampling
Organic emission samplingwas used for the determina-
tion of PCDDs and PCDDs.A sample was withdrawn from the
gas stream isokinectically and collected inthe sample
probe, on a glass fiber filter,and on a packed column of
absorbent (XAD-2, SUPELCO).The PCDDs and PCDFs wereex-
tracted from the sample,separated by gas chromatography,
and measured by massspectrometry.
Apparatus and Preparation of the SamplingTrain
A diagram for the Method5 sampling train, as modified
for this investigation, isshown in Figure 2.4.The train
was identical to that described forthe inorganic sampling
train, subject to two additions:an absorbent module and a
condenser.The absorbent module consistedof a glass con-
tainer to hold the solidabsorbent (i.e., 20grams of XAD-2
for each run).The condenser wasa coil-type glass, con-
trolled by a water bath to maintaingas temperature at
< 20°C. The four sampling trainimpingers contained 100 ml
of tap water.
Because the solvents, reagents,glassware, and other














Figure 2.4 Stock Sampling Train,Medified Method 531
specific reagents were requiredand solvents of specified
levels of purity were used.All reagents were cleaned by
extraction prior to use throughout thisinvestigation.
Glassware was washed witha detergent solution, followed by
a hot tap water rinse, a methanol rinse,an acetone rinse,
and a rinse of methylene chloride.
Precleaning of the filter, XAD-2, andthe adsorbents
for sample clean-upwere conducted according to the follow-
ing procedures:
Filters:Place a glass extraction thimble,1 g of
silica gel, and a plug of glasswool into a
soxhlet apparatus.Charge the apparatus with
toluene, and reflux for three hours.Remove the
toluene and discard, retainingthe silica gel.
Place 50 filters in the thimbleand on to the bed
of silica gel; top with thecleaned glass wool.
Charge the soxhlet with tolueneand reflux for 16
hours.After extraction, dry the filtersunder a
nitrogen stream.
Absorbent resin, AmberliteXAD-2 resin:Place resin
in beaker, rinseonce with water, and discard.
Fill with water a second time,let stand over-
night, and then discard.Extract with water for
eight hours, and thenextract with methanol,
methylene chloride, and freshmethylene chloride
for 22 hours, respectively.Dry the adsorbents
with a pure nitrogenstream.The maximum residu-32
al methylene chloride in the absorbentshould not
be more than 1000 µg /gram in weight.The absor-
bent is then loaded into the module withthe
glass wool.
Silica Gel, Bio-Rad 131-1340,100-200 mesh:Extract
with methylene chloride for 24hours, baked at
180°C for 2 hours, cooled in a desiccator,and
then stored in glass bottle.
Basic Alumina, Bio-Rad 132-1340(AG10):Extract with
methylene chloride for 24 hours, activateby
heating to 600°C for 24 hours,and then store at
130°C in a covered flask.
Activated carbon/celite,AX21 (Anderson)/Celite
545(SUPLECO 2-0199):Extract a 7.9% AX21/Celite
mixture with methanol for24 hours, then activate




The disassembly of the Method5 sampling train, as
modified, was conductedwithin six hours followingcombus-
tion.During disassembly, the trainwas inspected for
abnormal conditions (e.g.,broken filters or colored
impinger liquids).The samples were then treatedas fol-
lows:33
1)Container 1:The filter was carefully removed
from the filter holder and placed intothe container.The
particulate matter which adheredto the filter holder
gasket was transferred to the container withthe brush.
2)Container 2:The materials deposited in thenoz-
zle, probe liner, and the front halfof the filter holder
were recovered by brushing while rinsing eachthree times
with acetone, and then by rinsingthe probe three times
with methylene chloride.All of the rinses were collected
in the container.
3)Adsorbent module:The module was removed from the
train and covered with aluminumfoil.
Analysis
1)Container 1:The contents were transferred tothe
glass thimble of theextractor.
2)Container 2:The sample was concentrated toa
volume of about 1-5 ml usinga nitrogen evaporator.The
container was rinsed witha small portion of methylene
chloride, concentrated tonear dryness, and then trans-
ferred to the thimble of theextractor.
3)Absorbent module:Using the teflonsqueeze bot-
tle, XAD-2 was flushed intothe module to the extraction
thimble.The module was rinsedthoroughly with toluene
into the thimble.
One gram of silica gel anda plug of glass wool were
added to the extraction thimble,which was located in theProbe,Nozzle,Filter Housing




Transfer resin to the thimble
Collect all rinses
Concentrate the sample volume






Remove filter from housing
Transfer it to the thimble
Add the concentrate to the thimble
Place thimble to extractor
and inject internal standard
Extract the thimble
for 16 hours with toluene
Reduce the volume of toluene extract
with nitrogen evaporator to about 1 ml
Split the sample in half
Bute the sample extract
to silica gel with hexane 100m1
concentrate the elutant to
about 1 ml by pure nitrogen
Elute the concentrate to alumina
column with hexane 100 ml
and methylene chloride:hexane(1:1)
Discard hexane and concentrate
methylene chloride:hexane(1:1)
to about 4 ul with nitrogen




to the concentrate and
reduce volume to 5 ul
Inject to GC/MS
11 further clean up needed,
use carbon/celite column
Figure 2.5Organic Emissions Test Sample Recovery and AnalysisScheme35
extraction apparatus.The extraction apparatus was charged
with toluene, refluxed for three hoursprior to use, and
the reflux solvent was discarded.The contents of contain-
ers 1, 2, and the adsorbents were transferred to the thim-
ble.The contents in the thimblewere covered with clean
glass wool to prevent the contents from floatinginto the
solvent reservoir of the extractor.After the reservoir
was filled with toluene, the contents in the thimblewere
extracted for 16 hours.An internal standard solution (EDF
957 carbon-13 cocktail, CambridgeIsotopes) was injected at
this point.Following extraction, the tolueneand three 10
ml rinses were transferred toa nitrogen evaporator.The
extraction was concentratedto about 1 ml, then split in
half.
Sample cleanup
1)Silica gel clean up:A glass wool plug was placed
in a 15 mm (i.d.) column.The column was packed with
silica gel in the followingorder (bottom to top):1 g
silica gel, 4 g basic silicagel (30%), 1 g silica gel, 8g
acid silica gel (30%),and 2 g silica gel.The column was
prerinsed with 50 ml hexaneand the concentrated extract
was eluted to the column with 100 mlhexane.The resultant
hexane elution was collectedand concentrated to about 1 ml
by nitrogen evaporation.
2)Alumina cleanup:A glass wool plug was placed in
a 15 mm (i.d.) column.The column was packed with6 g of36
basic alumina and prerinsed with50 ml hexane.The concen-
trate from the silica gel columnwas applied to column with
100 ml hexane and the eluatewas discarded.The 20 ml of
methylene chloride:hexane(1:1)was eluted and collected
into the container. The eluatewas then concentrated to
about 5 ul and injected into theGC/MS.
3)AX-21/Celite cleanup:This column was used only
when high interferenceswere apparent even following the
alumina clean-up.The AX-21/celite column consistedof 1 g
of AX-21/celite ina 10 cm length of a 10 ml disposable
pipet.The column was prerinsed witha 5 ml solution of
toluene, followed by 2 mlmethylene chloride:methanol:tolu-
ene (15:4:1), 1 ml methylenechloride:cyclohexane (1:1),
and 5 ml of hexane.After prerinsing the column, the
sample extract was appliedto the column.The container
was rinsed with 1 ml hexane threetimes for a complete
transfer.The interfering compoundswere eluted with 2 ml
of hexane, 2 ml of methylenechloride:cyclohexane1:1), and
2 ml of methylenechloride:methanol:toluene (15:4:1).The
column was then invertedand eluted with 20 ml of toluene.
The eluate was concentratedto about 5 Al in the nitrogen
evaporator and then injected intothe GC/MS.
Calculations
1)Recovery Ratio
RF = { + A32) x Cis) /{(Aisl + A132) x C,) x 100 ,37
where RF :Response factor (recovery Ratio), inper-
centages;
/1,1:The area of the primary compounds;
As2 :The area of the secondary compounds;
:The concentration of internal standard,
ng/ml;
A1' :The area of the primary internal standard;
111,2:The area of the secondary internal standard;
and
Cs :The concentration of compound in the cal-
ibration, ng/ml.
2)Target concentration:
Mex= {(AsI + As2) x C1) x Vex / ( + A132) x RF/100) ,
where V" :The volume of extract, ml; and
Me,,:The mass of the compound in the extract,ng.
The concentration of the native compound inthe sample
was divided by the weight of the burned sampleor the
volume of gas to determine theconcentration in the fuel or
the stock gas.3. RESULTS
Metals Emissions
38
Concentrations of Trace Metals inPapers and RDF
Average metal concentrations obtainedfrom the Method
5 sampling train of RDFand papers collected duringcombus-
tion are summarized inTable 3.1.Data include standard
deviations as wellas average concentrations for emitted
metal weights by the weightsof the burned fuels.The zero
standard deviationrepresents only a single observation;
for magazinepaper and other sources, respectively,9 and 3
observations were investigated.Based upon Table 3.1,
Table 3.2 shows eachfraction of metal emission with
respect to total metalemissions as percentages.As noted
in Figure 3.1 andTable 3.2, the principalmetals emerging
into the environmentas a byproduct of the RDF andpaper
combustionprocesses were Al, Ca, K, Si, S, andZn.In
addition, even theuntreated wood fuels emittedrelatively
high concentrationsof B, K, P, and Pb ina range from 0.5
to 1.5 ppm.Table 3.2 also indicatesdifferences in the
composition of emissionsbetween magazine and office
papers, whereas there was littleseasonal variation, except
for Mg.39
Table 3.1Average Trace Metal Emissions and Standard
Deviations for RDF and Papers.


















0.84894 0.004700.925931.080900.001950.00133 RDF,combo4.16123 0.036040.8261317.419670.069760.02692
0.000000.000000.000000.000000.000000.00000
Cu Fe Hg Mg Mn
PONDEROSA0.020900.001710.000220.229940.020970.01417
0.00000 0.000000.000000.000000.000000.00000 MAGAZINE 0.16624 0.824470.003634.492691.923112.06655







0.04396 0.065220.001513.881390.052130.00649 RDF,summer0.33182 0.519430.0850526.134460.187380.06360
0.01451 0.064900.003230.973060.047550.00647 RDF,combo0.369840.652330.0667616.242010.152640.06355
0.00000 0.000000.000000.000000.000000.00000
Note:Values expressed inppm; bold figures indicate average
concentrations for emitted metal weightby the weight of fuel.40
Table 3.1(continued).


























0.0002327.894290.007640.019460.442660.55205 OFFICE/WOOD 0.000441.024280.07480 0.237652.23741






Note:Values expressed in ppm; bold figuresindicate average
concentrations for emitted metalweight by the weight of fuel.41
Table 3.2Fractions of Major Metals in Total Emissions.


















Note: values expressed in percent by weight.
Large Volume Contributors and Seasonal Variation in
Combustible RDF
The approach to the identificationof significant
sources of trace metals introduced into combustionefflu-
ents by RDF was to consider the ratioof metal concentra-
tions.The data for paper products and forseasonal RDF
are given in Table 3.3.Quantities for each of the ele-
ments were divided by the metal concentrationsfor
RDF,combo to identify thesources.The fraction ratios in
RDF were approximately 20% and10%, respectively, for maga-
zine and office papers inRDF.When the fractions for
magazine and office paperswere taken into account, values
greater than 5 were considered to bea principal source and42
Figure 3.1 Tracemetals in Fuels43
those greater than 3were considered to be significant con-
tributors of metal emissionsfor magazine papers, whereas
values greater than 10 were consideredas a principal
source and those greater than 5 were consideredto be sig-
nificant contributors of metal emissionsfor office papers.
Magazine papers were a majorsource ofB, Mg, Mn, and
Ti, whereas Al, Cd, Cr, and Niwere considered to be sig-
nificant contributors to metal emissionsand Ti and Zn sig-
nificant contributors by officepapers.However, the Hg
and Se emissions were very low forboth magazine and office
papers.With the exceptin of Mg, seasonalvariations in
metal emissions were not significant.The Mg emissions for
the RDF,winter classificationwere significant in this
study since the standard deviationfor Mg (Table 3.1) was
close to 100%.Even the seasonal variations forRDF indi-
cated an impartial distribution.Note that the RDF,fall
classification provided relativelyhigh metal emissions for
Cr, Fe, Mg, Mn, Mo, Ni, P,and Ti.44
Table 3.3Ratios of Normalized Elemental Concentrationsin
Combustion Effluents.
Al As B Ca Cd Cr
PONDEROSA 0.0048 0.0000 1.6511 0.00002.68790.0000
MAGAZINE 2.9334 0.65377.8936 0.80662.83501.9833
MAG/WOOD 2.0464 0.2697 0.0000 1.2346 1.8598 2.3392
OFFICE 1.2421 0.3060 3.6221 1.5694 0.72821.4012
OFFICE/WOOD0.0000 0.0164 0.60460.0000 6.7635 0.4194
RDF, fall 1.8796 0.7950 0.7438 1.3171 0.7742 1.9558
RDF, winter1.8394 1.25751.3385 1.09551.3951 1.1408
RDF, spring0.8897 1.1695 1.4095 1.1095 1.6439 1.2619
RDF, summer0.7015 1.2486 1.9574 1.0524 0.9417 0.9238
RDF, combo 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000







































































Mo Ni P Pb S Sb
PONDEROSA 0.0778 0.0998 0.7061 0.1919 0.0008 0.0000 MAGAZINE 1.5956 2.1560 0.7224 0.1198 0.4803 0.1872 MAG/WOOD 1.2311 2.3023 0.6215 0.06790.1215 0.0556 OFFICE 1.0911 2.32751.6658 0.10560.35460.1289 OFFICE/WOOD0.2400 1.5058 0.3996 0.1313 0.07570.0394 RDF, fall 1.9111 2.0019 2.66600.5298 0.62381.2852 RDF, winter1.4711 1.4893 1.7388 1.2113 1.0824 1.4132 RDF, spring1.4967 1.8033 1.5316 1.1825 1.2484 1.1470 RDF, summer0.9178 1.2345 0.9243 1.77911.0492 0.6091 RDF, combo 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.00001.0000 1.0000
Se Si Sn Sr Ti Zn
PONDEROSA 0.0063 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0017 0.0245 MAGAZINE 0.0570 0.7411 0.4518 0.3835 7.2781 1.2154 MAG/WOOD 0.0253 0.7500 0.4751 0.9711 3.8946 0.8195 OFFICE 0.1772 1.2333 0.2659 1.1660 5.16324.5680 OFFICE/WOOD0.0928 0.0118 0.4922 0.00000.5692 1.5329 RDF, fall 0.1899 1.0006 0.7570 1.4538 3.6791 1.2191 RDF, winter0.9008 0.6528 1.1161 1.11951.1873 2.3439 RDF, spring0.8797 0.9961 1.8508 1.13231.69082.5938 RDF, summer1.0169 0.9975 0.9045 1.1304 1.2827 1.0007 RDF, combo1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.000045
Metal Emissions DependenceUpon Reauired Oxygen Supply
of the Combustor
The behavior of metal emissionswas investigated under
conditions of bothoxygen surplus and oxygen deficiency,
based upon fuel carbon content.The metal emissions for
RDF and the papers testedare shown in Table 3.4 for three
different oxygen supply conditions.To investigate the
dependence of metal emissionsupon air supply, other
factors, including flow rateand thermal condition,were
maintained at constantlevels.Dependent upon the oxygen
supply to the combustor, inthe range of 70% to 110%, emis-
sions were not significantlydifferent since the deviations
in the average valuesgiven in Table 3.4were less than the
deviations given foreach element in Table 3.1.




As 0.0350.0300.028 Ni 0.0210.0140.021
B 1.3304.1250.995 P 0.6760.5280.799
Ca19.20217.18620.873 Pb2.2502.0371.821
Cd0.0810.0800.131 S37.67635.72733.968
Cr 0.0370.0270.039 Sb 0.1440.1230.141
Cu 0.3400.3790.325 Se 0.0020.0020.003
Fe 0.8830.7000.961 Si73.19685.98473.903
Hg 0.0530.0520.056 Sn 0.1420.1290.126
K 16.87313.15013.898 Sr0.3390.3020.374
Mg3.8370.3670.602 Ti 1.0151.0461.114
Mn 0.0880.0870.124 Zn 3.5382.5383.345
Note: Values expressed inaverage concentration of six samples.
* :total oxygen supply tocombustor.
**: under fire oxygen supplyto combustor.46
Emissions of PCDDs and PCDFs
PCDD and PCDF Concentrations in Papers and RDF
Analytical data obtained from the application of the
EPA (1989a) Method 5 sampling train, as modified,are sum-
marized in Table 3.5.Average concentrations are shown as
emitted weight per weight of burned fuel, withstandard
deviations provided in the line following each organiccon-
centration.
For this investigation, the C"-PCDD/PCDF cocktailwas
used to validate extraction and clean-up.The rates given
in Table 3.6 represents the C13-2,3,7,8PCDD recovery for
each fuel.Recovery rates from 25 to 150% have been demon-
strated (EPA, 1989b), but for the current study,the recov-
ery rates obtained, respectively, 367% and 22%,were in-
cluded in the data analysis since thesevalues were not
outliers in the statistical examinationprocess.
Large Volume Contributors and Seasonal Variation
As noted above, data analysis for largecontributors
was directed at fractions for RDF.The fraction of paper
products in the RDF was shown in Tables1.3 and 1.4.Each
mean value provided in in Table 3.5was divided by the
average for seasonal RDF.As noted in the previous sec-
tion,
the ratios greater than 6 representabsolute contributors
of PCDDs or PCDFs and ratiosgreater than 3 were47
Table 3.5Total PCDDs and PCDFs in Paper Productsand RDF.



















































45.90 61.84 194.02 146.12 38.97















0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 1390.00713.00 470.001915.00275.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3915.67 663.67325.67754.00169.00









Note:Average concentrations indicatedin bold print;
standard deviations indicated inordinary print.48
Table 3.6Recovery Rate Percentages for C13-LabelledInter-
nal Standard.






PONDEROSA 15.258.184 112 RDF,fall 12.35 8.715 104
OFFICE 13.748.184 69 RDF,winter13.08 9.418 93
OFFICE 17.127.373 69 RDF,winter12.00 9.426 77
OFFICE 13.307.639 66 RDF,winter10.42 9.104 367
OFFICE/WOOD13.757.639 61 RDF,spring11.6710.361 22
MAG/WOOD 14.069.479 85 RDF,spring11.8810.934 58
MAGAZINE 16.717.717 59 RDF,spring11.9910.796 126
MAGAZINE 16.447.700 79 RDF,summer10.7910.063 73
MAGAZINE 14.449.479 80 RDF,summer10.67 8.937 64
RDF,fall 14.718.706 52 RDF,summer13.4614.672 64
RDF,fall 8.829.071 108
considered to be significant contributorsfrom magazine pa
pers; whereas ratios greater than 10 representabsolute
contributors and those greaterthan 5 were considered to be
significant contributors for officepapers.From Table
3.7, it is evident that thepaper products did not provide
significant PCDD or PCDF emissions.Seasonal variations of
total PCDD and PCDF emissionsare shown in Figure 3.2.The
emissions differed, dependentupon the season.From the
Table 3.7 and Figure 3.2, itmay be seen that the classifi-
cation RDF,fall yielded thelowest PCDD and PCDF emissions,
whereas the RDF,winter and RDF,springcategories emitted
relatively high levels of PCDDand PCDF.Figure 3.2Seasonal Variationin Total PCDDsand PCDFs50
Table 3.7Ratios of Normalized PCDD and PCDFConcentra-
tions in Combustion Effluents.
Total PCDDs










RDF,average 1 1 1 1
Total PCDFs










RDF,average 1 1 1 1 1
Chloride Dependence UponPCDD and PCDF Emissions
Recently, Karasek and Hutzinger(1986) concluded that
the formation of PCDDs andPCDFs was caused by the interac-
tion of hydrogen chloridewith fly ash, aprocess which was
observed to disrupt surfacestructure at particular metal
sites.The metals in questionwere selectively eroded at
the surface since the interactionof HC1 with fly ashon
the metallic surface produceda surface-bound species capa-
ble of effecting aromaticchlorination.To investigate the51
relationship between chloride inthe effluent vs. total
PCDD and/or PCDF emissions, the chlorideemissions from
paper products and RDF were plotted with totalPCDD and
PCDF emission in Figure 3.3.Even when the concentration
variances were considered, the chlorideconcentrations in
the stock emissions exerciseda significant effect upon the
emissions of total PCDDs andPCDFs.The low R2 given in
Table 3.8 was thesource of variance within the sample.
Regression outputsare also indicated in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8Regression Outputs for Chloridevs. Total PCDDs
and PCDFs ().












R2 = 0.4245 SE =443.6573 MAE =341.269











Dependence of PCDDs and PCDFsUpon Combustor Oxygen
Supply
The data in Table 3.5were analyzed to explain varia-
tions in PCDD and PCDF emissionsbased on the oxygen supply
conditions in the combustor.Average concentrations with
standard deviationsare listed in Table 3.9.According to52
Figure 3.3 RelationBetween Chloride andTotal PCDDs and PCDFs in CombustionEffluents.53
various conditions, the emissionrates differed.The high-
est emissions were derived from theoxygen surplus condi-
tion, which represented the catalyticformation of chlorine
and the de novo synthesis ofPCDDs and PCDFs (Hangenmaier
et al., 1987).On the basis of the data provided in Table
3.9, under oxygen deficient conditionsthere were fewer
emissions of PCDDs and PCDFs.
Table 3.9Variations in PCDD and PCDF EmissionsAccording
to Oxygen Supply.
70/45' 90/45'110/45' 70/452 90/452110/452
PCDDTetra-478.67360.33583.83 0.82 0.62 1
149.71 144.81229.60
Penta-609.50508.50676.33 0.90 0.75 1
180.69180.25187.85
Hexa-561.33411.50857.17 0.65 0.48 1
177.69 147.68258.56
Hepta-582.67 431.66746.50 0.78 0.58 1
130.56 147.66206.78
Octa- 88.33 70.00455.83 0.19 0.15 1
33.67 24.08328.60
PCDFTetra-1771.501426.001686.83 1.05 0.85 1
609.67 439.90465.49
Penta-1277.831148.001577.33 0.81 0.73 1
439.08361.64493.92
Hexa-597.17 368.001409.00 0.42 0.26 1
160.07 117.10553.82
Hepta-3178.67 968.502616.83 1.21 0.37 1
1803.73257.00833.07
Octa-305.17222.80535.33 0.57 0.42 1
100.27 74.85197.99
Notes:1 = average emissions;
2 = emission ratio dividedon 110/45;
average concentrations indicated in bold print;
standard deviations in ordinaryprint.54
Fractions of 2.3.7.8-TCDD in TotalPCDD Emissions
Most interest in PCDD and PCDF emissions isdirected
towards 2,3,7,8-PCDD.For this reason, emissions of
2,3,7,8-PCDD were investigated from two pointsof view:
1) As the contributions ofpaper products in RDF and 2) as
fractions of 2,3,7,8-PCDD with respectto total PCDDs.
Table 3.10 indicates that thepaper products did not con
tribute significantly to 2,3,7,8-PCDDemissions and that
there were source variations in the fractionsof 2,3,7,8 -
PCDD.For magazine papers, 2,3,7,8- PCDD emissionswere
approximately 3% of total PCDD emissions.With the
exception ofmagazine papers, 2,3,7,8-PCDDwere not more
than 0.1%.
Table 3.10Average 2,3,7,8-TCDD Emissions in RDFand Large
Volume Contributors.
Level CountAverage S.E. RATIO' RATIO2
PONDEROSA 1 5.00 0.00 0.56 0.007
MAGAZINE 3 11.80 6.26 1.31 0.027
MAG/WOOD 1 20.00 0.00 2.22 0.014
OFFICE 3 12.67 2.93 1.41 0.010
OFF/WOOD 1 20.00 0.00 2.22 0.009
RDF,fall 3 10.33 1.86 1.15 0.006
RDF,winter3 17.00 5.19 1.88 0.004
RDF,spring3 6.33 2.03 0.22 0.001
RDF,summer3 3.00 1.15 0.33 0.001
RDF,average4 9.00 1.00
Notes:1 = Based upon RDF,average;
2 = based upon total PCDD emissions;
Average expressed in ppm for emittedweight by weight of fuel.55
Air Emission Standardsand Guideline
Heavy Metals
MWC metals are controlledby Particulate Matter (PM)
emission limits of 34mg/dscm, a level of control applied
to 97% of all metal emissions, with exception ofmercu-
ry.The level of PM emissionswas monitored continuously
by the use ofan opacity monitor at the stock,based upon
6-minute intervalsbetween measurements.Figure 3.4 illus-
trates particulate emissionsfor each fuel.Note that most
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Figure 3.4Particulate for RDF andPapers.
Thus, emission controlfacilities should be requiredfor
metal substances.56
The ratios between particulate andaqueous solutions
for each concentration are listed in Table3.11.The ratio
represents the fraction of impinger concentration,based
upon the particulate concentrations for each element.With
the exception of Hg, Pb, S, Se, and Sr, most ofthe ele-
ments were detected in particulate at levelsgreater than
95%.Mercury and selenium are specialcases, since they
are so volatile that they are undoubtedly vaporized from
the particulate.Although volatile characteristicscan be
used to explain the low ratios forthe particulate, that
is, Hg, Se, S, and Pb, solubility inwater may serve to ex-
plain the low ratio for the elementSr.From the data ana-
lyzed for this investigation, withthe exception of Hg, Pb,
S, Se, and Sr, it was concludedthat the most efficient
reduction of metal emissionsmay be derived from the
removal of particulate at thestock.
Acid Emissions
NWC acid gases are reduced through emissionlimits for
both HC1 and SO2.Emission limits ofa 95 percent reduc-
tion, or 25 ppmv, for HC1and an 85 percent reduction,or
30 ppmv for SO2, are required.Figure 3.5 represents the
acid emissions for RDF andlarge volume contributors.Only
chloride was considered sinceSO2 was not monitored for
this study.For most RDF and papersources, the acid emis-
sions were inexcess of NSPS guidelines.57
Table 3.11Ratio of Elemental Concentrations ofParticu-
late and Aqueous Solutions.
Al As B Ca Cd Cr
FILTER3.4023 0.0003 0.338512.6936 0.1364 0.0362
IMPINGER 0.0057 0.00000.00260.0077 0.00010.0001
RATIO 0.0017 0.0000 0.0078 0.00060.0006 0.0022
Cu Fe Hg K Mg Mn
FILTER0.2446 0.7721 0.02638.9465 1.2478 0.0824
IMPINGER 0.0021 0.0018 0.04160.8596 0.00370.0046
RATIO 0.0086 0.0023 1.5802 0.0961 0.0030 0.0555
Mo Ni P Pb S Sb
FILTER0.0110 0.01690.4731 1.2764 1.59450.0880
IMPINGER0.0000 0.0005 0.0337 0.638624.37700.0000
RATIO 0.0027 0.0302 0.07130.500315.2884 0.0000
Se Si Sn Sr Ti Zn
FILTER 0.0008 63.87900.09700.2261 1.6697 2.2234
IMPINGER 0.0001 1.20000.0001 0.1130 0.00010.0028
RATIO 0.1205 0.0188 0.0014 0.4998 0.0001 0.0012
Note: values expressed in ppm exceptRATIO
Total PCDD and PCDF Emissions
The NSPS limits for large,new facilities requires
emissions limit of 5 to30 ng/dscm for total tetra- through
octa-chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxinsand dibenzo-furans for
the control of MWC organics.The total PCDD and PCDF
emission from RDF facilitiesmust be below 250 ng/dscm.
Figure 3.6 demonstrates thatthe organic emissions from the
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Figure 3.6Total PCDD and PCDF Emissionsof RDF and
Papers.59
The conclusions reached fromthe results of this study
are based on data averages taken from thesmall scale lab-
oratory combustion unit, whichwas not originally a combus-
tion facility.Analysis of the samples of RDF andpaper
sources indicated that the data selected forthe analytical
sample was adequate for accurateenvironmental impact stud-
ies.The exception was magnesium,for which the concentra-
tion deviationwas very large.Dependable analytical data
was found throughout this analysis,largely because the
Bonneville Power AdministrationTechnical Support Service
contractor provided a sufficientlyhomogeneous sample.
Throughout the course of thisstudy, it was found that
the quantity of the variouselements emitted into the atmo-
sphere from the combustionprocess was dependent upon the
concentration of the elementswithin the energy source, the
RDF, or upon operatingconditions such as oxygen supply.
For the RDF fractions,some of the elements of environ-
mental concern may be minimizedby source separationor by
operation at optimum facilityconditions.
In Figure 3.7, organic emissionswere plotted by the
oxygen supply and chloride emissions.The conclusions
reached in this study indicatedthat the chloride in fuel
and oxygen supply exercisean effect upon PCDD and PCDF
emissions.As shown in Figure 3.7, therewere interac-
tions between chlorideand the oxygen supply withrespect











Figure 3.7Effect of Oxygen Supply and Chloride Emis-
sions on Total PCDD and PCDF.
obtained from studies designedto determine the precise
nature of this relationshipduring burning of well-char-
acterized batches of fuel.61
4. CONCLUSIONS
1.The principal metal emissions fromRDF were Al,
Ca, K, Si, S, and Zn.B, Mg, Mn, and Tiwere derived
primarily from magazinepapers.Ti and Zn were significant
contributions from officepapers.
2.The metal emissions from RDF combustionwere not
different according to thecombustor air supply in a range
between 70% and 110% of requiredoxygen at a temperature of
750°C.
3.Combustion of RDF produceda full range (Tetra- to
Octa-) of PCDD and PCDF compounds.These compounds were in
the parts-per-billionrange for stock emissions and the
amount of PCDFs and PCDFs fromRDF combustion varied in
accordance with seasonal collections.Magazines and office
papers did not contribute to PCDD andPCDF emissions, but
chloride concentrations inthe fuel affected PCDD and PCDF
emissions.
4.The PCDD and PCDF emissionswere dependent upon
oxygen supply conditions ata temperature of 750°C.Under
the oxygen surplus condition,the emissions rate was higher
than under the oxygen deficientcondition.
5.Most metal emissionswere derived from the partic-
ulate in stock effluents.Thus, with the exception of Hg,
Se, Pb, S, and Sr, the mostefficient reduction in pol-
lutant emissions should beprimarily derived from partic-
ulate removal.Water spraying should be includedto remove62
those metals which formed lessthan 5% of the particulate
matter and such exceptional metalsas Hg, Se, Pb, S, and
Sr.63
5. RECOMMEMDATION
In the interest of continuingthe present researchas
well as refining theknowledge gained from this study,the
following recommendationsshould be considered.
1) For thepurpose of defining the source of
pollutants from municipalrefuse combustion, contributions
from other sources suchas cardboard or paper packingas
indicated in Table 1.4,should be investigated to indentify
specific sources.Identification of thesource of pollution
will serve toremove certain elements from thecombustion
since the organizationof a recycle collectionsystem will
help to eliminate thecomponents which constitute themajor
sources of certain elements.
2) Hutzinger and Blumich(1985) concluded that the
guarantee of efficient conditionsof combustion ismore
effective in the abatementof organic emissions thanthe
installing of additionalpollution control devices in
combustors. As observed inchapter 4, organic emissions
were affected by such factorsas chloride content of fuels
and the oxygen supplyto the combustionprocess. In
addition to correlationsamong these factors, other
influences, specificallycombustion temperature,should be64
investigated to improveour understanding of the patterns
of pollutant emissions from municipalrefuse combustion.65
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Appendix A
Data From EPA Method 5'
FOR AI


























1 25 PONDEROSA 12.9921 0.2286813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 17.5398 0.20526903.792 -0.1383 0.1384 0.02004 2E-081.2058018.29E-05
4 28 MAGAZINE 1 50.5275 0.1105 0250.808 29.1435 0.0435 4.61194770.0004671.21155524.09001
5 28 MAGAZINE 2 52.911 0.16655860.512 91.527 0.0006 5.3965640.000541.20634420.2109
6 20 MAGAZINE 3 177.65 0.00824690.224 156.206 4.0587 33.317390.0033321.206457129.4781
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 53.01 0.05062896.504 31.5204 0.0450 10.800540.001089580060451.85000
8 31 MAGAZINE 5 32.85 0.0108 3084.48 11.3004 0.006 3.6050360.000369 0.0032158435
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 63.559 0.04722531.068 62.0694 0.0425 24.539500.0024541.21240451.23037
1032 MAGAZINE 7 20.0019 0.0128 3188.1308 -1.3977 0.0081 0.0025372.54E-071.210032-1.14755
1133 MAGAZINE 8 56.538 0.030 3043.656 35.0464 0.0312 11.525490.0011531.22452626.64745
1233 MAGAZINE 9 64.008 0.1171 2730.672 43.1184 0.1123 15.631540.0015831.21107435.00617
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 251290 0.07332039.536 24.1119 0.0685 8.515020.0009521.20974210.06806
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 17.0814 0.00952556.304 13.0635 0.0048 5.1061770.0005111.209450mimeos
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 15.6564 0.014112349.642 11.6385 0.0101 4.9675810.0004961.2115209.814810
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 19.3341 0.06222925.929 15.3102 0.0574 5.4402060.0005441.21062112.09894
3 27 OFFICE WI WOOD 20.8317 0.00064572.288 4.5523 4.0583 4.13354-1.3E-051.164231-0.52447
1734 RDF 1-1 23.511 0.023 2290.752 19.4931 0.0182 5.4840030.0006481.2100321511263
1834 RDF 1.2 25.3215 0.0070 2721.6 21.3036 0.0031 7.6287440.0007831.20680417.82539
1935 RDF 14 30.884 0.03783733.129 26.6661 0.033 7.1510490.0007151.20890722.12082
2035 RDE 2-1 23.4861 0.04962567.376 19.4682 0.045 7.0004450.000781.2072518.16335
2135 ROF 2-2 27.3078 0.03442685.312 23.3799 0.0296 6.7176160.0000721.21240419.30633
2235 RDF 2-3 23.7639 0.03132675.018 19.746 0.0260 8.8448730.0008841.21209316.31277
2396 RDF 3-1 13.4448 0.03472685.312 9.4269 0.0290 3.5218840.0003521.2120037.602042
2436 RDF 3-2 14.1129 0.04572835.416 10.095 0.041 3.6480650.0003651.2120036.362395
2538 REIF 3-3 13.5861 0.0687 2578.448 95682 0.064 3.7385380.0003741.2112157.95251
2838 RDF 4-1
15.11055 0.10082617.272 11.7676 0.1021 4.5427680.0004541.2126979.804426
2738 ROF 4-2 8.5081 0.0428 2606.92 4.4682 0.0381 1.877000.0001601.2112153.730991
2e38 ROE 4-3 10.7490 0.0078 2653.56 6.732 0.0029 2.5380580.0002541.2109325.661749
2936 COMBINED RDF 15.3723 0.01332730.872 11.3544 0.0085 4.1012250.0004181.2007429.392829FOR As
SAMPLE NO. TYPE FRACTION 1AFRACTION 2A FUEL FRACTION 1A FRACTION 2A
TOTAL EMISSION
OINK m9)(*IOW*. noli)(9rain (nN) (1)) (Ppm) (s, w/w)(dam)
B 25 BLANK 1 0.0393 0.00285 (Infl/cNINN
8 31 BLANK 2 0.0168 0.00285 8 33 BLANK 3 0.0045 0.00285
B 35 BLANK 4 0.00285
1 25 PONDEROSA 0.0282 0.002856813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.02431 0.000726003.792 0.0000 -0.0021 -0.0003-3.1E-081.205891-0.00177
4 28 MAGAZINE 1 0.06303 0.00041 6250.606 0.0437 -0.0024 .1E-07 0.03408




0.055258 6 28 MAGAZINE 3 0.282 0.002744690.224
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.2427 -0.0001 0.0517&17E-061.2064570.201078 0.1047 0.00278 2896.504 0.0079 -0.0001 0.03033.03E-060.8008940.144293 8 31 MAGAZINE 5 0.0702 0.00279 3084.48 9 31 MAGAZINE 6 0.0534 -0.0001 0.01731.73E-06 0.80320.068428 0.0094 0.00282531.068 0.0726 -0.0001 0.02672.87E-061.2124040.05964
1032 MAGAZINE 7 0.0309 0.002753188.800 0.0141 -0.0001 0.00444.39E71.2100320.011561
11 33 MAGAZINE 8 0.0948 0.002753043.656 0.0780 -&0001 0.02
-0
562.56E-061.2245280.063816 1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.114 0.00274 2730.672 0.0072 -0.0001 0.03503.56E-001.2110740.080109
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 0.0321 0.002752839.530 0.0276 -0.0001 0.00979.88E-071.2007420.022732
14 33 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.0372 0.002752558.304 0.0327 4.0001 0.01271.27E-061.2ovao0.026954
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 0.0255 0.002742349.648 0.0210 -0.0001 0.00898.09E-071.2115260.017243
1834 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.0366 0.002752825.928 0.0321 -0.0001 0.01131.13E-061.2106210.028433 3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 0.042 0.00275 4572.288 0.0027 -0.0001 0.00085.00E-081.1642310.002233
1734 RN 1-1 0.0939 0.002752299.752 0.0894 -0.0001 0.03883.88E-061.2109320.073745 1834 RDF 1-2 0.072 0.00274 2721.8 0.0675 -0.0001 0.02482.48E-061.2060640.055747
1935 RDF 1-3 0.0676 0.002753733.128 0.0831 -0.0001 0.0222222E-081.2000870.068787 2035 ROE 2-1 0.1284 0.00565 2567.376 0.1239 0.0028 0.04934.93E-061.207250.104949
2135 RDF 2-2 0.129 0.002792665.312 0.1245 -0.0001 0.04834.63E-061.2124040.102639 2235 RDF 2-3 0.1275 0.008292975.018 0.1230 0.0054 0.04324.32E-061.2120930.105985 23 30 ROE 3-1 0.1086 0.002762685.312 0.1023 -0.0001 0.0381&It E-081.2120930.064325 2436 ROE 3-2 0.1143 0.002752635.416 0.1098 -0.0001 0.04164.16E-0612120030.000505 2538 RDF sa 0.1248 0.00275 2576.448 0.1203 -0.0001 0.04674.67E-061.2112150.099239 2638 ROF 4-1 0.0081 0.002772617.272 0.0930 -0.0001 0.03573.57E-061.2126870.077118 2738 RDF 4-2 0.1344 0.00274 2896.92 0.1299 -0.0001 0.04814.81E-081.2112150.107157 2638 RDF 4-3 0.1401 0.00276 2653.56 0.1356 -0.0001 0.06115.11E-061.210e320.111006 2938 COMBINED RDF 0.1029 0.00277 2730.672 0.0084 -0.0001 0.0380 3.8E-061.2097420.081274FOR
TOTAL EMISSION
SAMPLE NO. TYPE FRACTION 1AFRACTION 2A FUEL FRACTION IA FRACTION2A (08 r. m0) (ImPMgem. mg) (ammo) Oleg 1110 1P1im) e$4vihd(diem) (ng/clocm)
8 25 BLANK 1 21.6591 0.2751 B 31 BLANK 2 220941 0.2166 B 33 BLANK 3 27.8126 0.4221 8 35 BLANK 4 .
0.2496
1 25 PONDEROSA 31.359 0.15966813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 31.1759 0.20626903.792 9.4868 -0.0699 1.374140.0001371.2068917.809061
4 29 MAGAZINE 1 86.7074 0.40326250.606 85.0183 0.1281 10.422410.0010421.21155553.7709
5 28 MAGAZINE 2 81.4027 0.27665680.512 59.7136 0.0015 10.189400.0010191.20634449.50069
6 28 MAGAZINE 3 32.175 0.258 4890.224 10.4859 -0.0171 2.235600.0002241.2064578.677309
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 35.476 0.27162896.504 12.7839 0.063 4.428800.0004430.60660421.06925
8 31 MAGAZINE 5 51.513 0.3269 3064.48 28.8169 0.1083 9.376310.000938 0.603247.95623
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 43.005 0.29552331.086 20.3109 0.0789 8.064960.0006061.21240418.81801
1032 MAGAZINE 7 28.7594 0.51393188.808 4.0853 0.2953 1.387470.0001371.2109323.601028
11 33 MAGAZINE 8 34.11 0.24313043.656 11.4159 0.0245 3.758770.0003761.2245269.342717
1233 MAGAZINE 9 46.65 0.45212730.672 23.9559 0.2335 9.959410.0008861.21107419.97351
1333 MAGAZINE LW WOOD 27288 0.30292839.536 4.5939 0.0643 1.647520.0001651.2097423.887108
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 46.478 0.2941 2558.304 18.6634 0.0755 7.402910.000741.20945915.65998
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 28.9317 0.26552349.648 1.3191 -0.1566 0.494754.95E-061.2115280.959534
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 30.558 0.24042825.928 2.9454 41817 0.977969.75E-051.2106212.202878
3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 24.0744 0.17364572268 2.3853 -0.1015 0.499494.99E-051.1642311.961638
1734 RDF 1-1 30.054 0.22222290.752 2.4414 -0.1999 0.974879.75E-061.2109321.651064
1834 ROE 1-2 25.9674 0.2915 2721.8 -1.6452 4.1306 4.852484.5E-051.208964-1.46898
1935 ROF 1-3 30.531 0.25053733.128 2.9184 -0.1716 0.735797.36E451.2060672.275787
2035 RDF 2-1 26.2641 0.34022567.376 -1.3485 0.0906 4.48996-4.9E-051.20725-1.04195
21 35 ROE 2-2 3291 0.3651 2685.312 5.2974 0.1355 2.023190.0002021.2124044.431097
2235 ROF 2-3 31.245 0.36332975.616 3.6324 0.1137 1.259930.0301261.2120933.090604
2336 ROF 3-1 28.0578 0.68872685.312 0.4452 0.4371 0.328573.29E-051.2120930.727914
2438 BM 3-2 31.036 0.71672635.416 3.4254 0.4871 1.477000.0001481.2120933.211387
2536 ROF 3-3 31.306 0.9056 2576.445 3.6924 0.656 1.987750.0001691.2112153.500114
2638 ROE 4-1 29.8425 0.40962617.272 2.2299 0.1602 0.913209.13E-051.2126671.970013
2738 RDF 4-2 38.834 0.346 2696.92 9.2214 0.0964 3.452420.00034512112157.992936
2938 ROF 4-3 28.7956 0.355 2653.58 1.1832 0.1064 0.485614.96E-051.2109321.064139
2936 COMBINED RDF 29.7645 0.35362730.872 2.1519 0.104 0.828138.26E-051.2007421.884778FOR Ca
TOTAL EMISSION
SAMPLE NO. TYPE FRACTION IAFRACTION 2A FUEL FRACTION IA FRACTION2A (Iillr. mfl) OmP11101118. InI0 (018/114) 9160 (1140 APP111) elk Y1/Y4 (64111n) (1110/61onl)
B 25 BLANK 1 66.404 0.1626 B 31 BLANK 2 60.987 0.0122 B 33 BLANK 3 6.807 0.001 8 35 BLANK 4 .
0.0013
1 25 PONDEROSA 21.5451 1.86086813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 38.2558 0.00998903.792 -50.1482 -0.0023 -7.2642-0.000731.205891-41.5579
4 28 MAGAZINE 1 48.1919 0.05456250.808 -42.2121 0.0423 4.7465-0.000671.211555-34.8063
5 20 MAGAZINE 2 38.0493 0.06425680.512 -50.3547 0.052 4.5633-0.000881.20634441.8985
6 28 MAGAZINE 3 128.065 0.021 4690.224 30681 0.0068 6.46220.0006461.20645732.89702
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 126.144 0.03862896.504 65.157 0.0264 22.48860.0022490.608894107.0873
8 31 MAGAZINE 5 95.081 0.0115 3064.48 34.074 -0.0007 11.04670.001105 0.603256.48757
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 130.638 0.03532531.088 69.651 0.0231 27.52730.0027531.21240457.46773
1032 MAGAZINE 7 33.423 0.02293188.806 -27.564 0.0107 4.6406-0.000661.210832-22.7538
1133 MAGAZINE 8 135.488 0.03273043.656 74.481 0.0205 24.477e0.0024481.22452880.84109
1233 MAGAZINE 9 149.56 0.02332130.672 68.503 0.0111 32.44770.0032451.21107473.16159
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 67.854 0.02032639.536 61.047 0.0193 21.50570.0021511.2097426047678
1433 OFFICE PAPER f 86.249 0.07642558.304 59.442 0.0754 23.26440.00232111.20945049.20904
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 703e6 0.04252349.648 63.561 0.0415 27.06990.0027071.2115285249784
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 96.265 0.05822825.928 80.476 0.0582 3126360.0031681.21062173.9580
3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 84.126 0.0143 4572.268 4.278 -0.1483 -0.9661-9.7E-051.1642313.60191
1734 RDF 1.1 12.908 0.01102299.752 76.101 0.0109 33.00570.003311.21093262.85396
1834 RDF 1-2 54.858 0.0101 2721.6 48.051 0.0001 17.65580.0017661.20686430.75642
1935 KW 1-3 74.262 0.01963733.126 67.455 0.0196 16.07430.0018071.20696755.90343
2035 KW 2-1 36.483 0.03082567.376 29.676 0.0296 11.57040.001157 1.2072324.80602
2135 Mr 2-2 70.812 0.25972885.312 64.005 0.2564 23.93140.0023931.21240453.00494
2235 RIO 2-3 71.499 0.02212975.816 64.692 0.0206 21.74770.0021751.21200353.3803
2336 RDF 3-1 56.481 0.02192685.312 49.674 0.0206 18.50610.0016511.212003 40.999
2436 RDF 3-2 50.301 0.011172635.416 52.494 0.0174 19.92530.0019031.21209343.32291
2536 RDF 3-3 57.162 0.022576.446 50.355 0.0187 19.55160.001955121121541.5894
2838 ROE 4-1 59.655 0.03092617.272 52.648 0.0296 20.20330.002021.21268743.00367
2738 Riff 4-2 56.277 0.0172 2606.92 49.47 0.0159 18.33540.001034121121540.65641
2838 ROE 4-3 50.472 00112 2653.56 43.665 0.0099 16.45900.0016461.2109323006718































0.0048813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA
1.2906 0.007386903.792 1.2675 0.0070 0.18751.88E-051.205891 1.07348
4 26 MAGAZINE 1 0.5467 0.000268250.608 0.5454 0.0000 0.06736.73E-061.2115550.450165
5 28 MAGAZINE 2 0.0343 6E-055860.512 0.0510 0.0000 0.001178.7E-071.2063440.042276
6 28 MAGAZINE 3 0.1212 0.000374890.224 0.1179 0.0000 0.02512.51E-061.2064570.097724
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.195 0.000372896.504 0.1944 0.0000 0.06716.71E-060.8086940.319372
8 31 MAGAZINE 5 0.1306 0.00037 3084.48 0.1302 0.0000 0.04224.22E-00 0.80320.215849
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 1.197 0.000372531.068 1.1984 0.0000 0.47274.73E-051212404 0.9668
1032 MAGAZINE 7 1.4322 0.000373188.808 1.4316 0.0000 0.44894.49E-051.2109321.16223
1133 MAGAZINE 8 0.882 0.000373043.656 0.8814 0.0000 0.2806 2.9E-061.2245260.719789
1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.9246 0.000302730.672 0.9240 0.0000 0.33843.38E-051.2110740.762950
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 0.369 0.000372839.536 0.3684 0.0000 0.1297 1.3E4161.2097420.304526
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.2189 0.000372558.304 0.2183 0.0000 0.0845145E-061.2094590.17684
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 0.1341 0.000372349.648 0.1335 0.0000 0.05885.68E-081.2115280.110192
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.0318 0.000372825.926 0.0312 0.0000 0.0110 1.1E-0012106210.025772
3 27 OFFICE WI WOOD 2.1606 0.000374572.288 11573 0.0000 0.47184.72E061.1842311.852963
1734 RDF 1.1
0.1596 0.000372290.752 0.1500 0.0000 0.01016.91E-0612100320.131304
1834 ROE 1-2
0.132 0.00037 2721.6 0.1314 0.0000 0.04834.83E-081.2088640.108897
1935 RDF 1-3
0.1671 0.000373733.125 0.11165 0.0000 0.04464.46E-0612080670.137949
2035 PDF 2-1
0.3158 0.000362587.376 0.3150 0.0000 0.12271.23E-051.207250.260924
2135 HOF 2-2
0.2196 0.000372685.312 0.2190 0.0000 0.0618116E-0612124040.180633
2235 RN 2-3
0.2816 0.000372975.616 0.2810 0.0000 0.06770.77E-0612120930.21533
2330 RDF 3-1
0.2866 0.000372885.312 02882 0.0000 0.10661.07E-061.2120030.23812
2436 RDF 3-2
0.2904 0.000372635.416 0.2896 0.0000 0.1100 1.1E-051.2120930.239001
2538 RDF 33
0.3291 0.000652578.448 0.3285 0.0000 0.12751.28E-051.2112150.271215
2638 RDF 4-1
0.1820 0.000372617.272 0.1620 0.0000 0.06196.19E-061.2126870.133588
2738 REIF 4-2
0.1851 0.00185 2096.92 0.1845 0.0000 0.06846.64E-061.2112150.152326
2838 RDF 4-3
0.1779 0.00037 2653.56 0.1773 0.0000 0.06666.68E-061.2109320.146416
2936 COMBINED RDF 0.1911 0.000372730.072 0.1905 0.0000 0.06986.96E-061.2097420.157472FOR Cr




























0.014810813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.0219 0.00014 61703.792 -0.0102 -0.000620 -0.0016-1.6E-071.205691-0.00697
4 28 MAGAZINE 1 0.0767 0.001220250.808 0.0446 0.000460 0.00727.21E-071.2115550.037192
5 28 MAGAZINE 2 0.1063 0.000075800.512 0.0782 0.007310 0.01421.42E-061.2063440.009226
0 28 MAGAZINE 3 0.4302 0.000734890.224 0.3981 -0.000030 0.06498.49E-061.2064570.32995
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.1455 0.000742896.504 0.1245 -0.000020 0.04294.29E-000.6008940.204503
8 31 MAGAZINES 0.1338 0.00074 3064.48 0.1125 -0.000020 0.03083.06E-06 0.60320.186969
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 0.2052 0.00282531.060 0.1942 0.002040 0.07387.38E-061.2124040.153612
1032 MAGAZINE 7 0.1191 0.000733188.808 0.0981 -0.000030 0.03083.00E-001.2100320.080987
11 33 MAGAZINE 8 0.204 0.000023043.556 0.2730 0.000160 0.00978.97E-001.2245260.223074
1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.2982 0.000732730.672 0.2772 -0.000030 0.10151.02E -061.2110740.226083
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 0.1803 0.000732839.536 0.1788 -0.000030 0.08306.3E-001.2097420.147775
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.0915 0.000732558.304 0.0000 -0.000030 0.03523.52E-061.2004500.074389
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 0.0097 0.000732349.648 0.0082 -0.000030 0.03753.75E-061.2115260.072775
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.1155 0.000732825.928 0.1143 -0.000030 0.04044.04E461.2106210.00430 3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 0.0837 0.000734572.288 0.0516 -0.000030 0.01131.13E-061.1642310.044295
1734 RDF 1-1 0.1932 0.000732209.752 0.1917 -0.000030 0.06338.33E-001.2109320.158283
1834 RDF 1.2 0.1131 0.00073 2721.6 0.1116 -0.000030 0.04104.1E-061.2008840.092293
1935 RDF 1-3 0.1260 0.000733733.128 0.1254 -0.000030 0.03383.36E-051.2069670.103672 2035 RDF 2-1 0.0027 0.001282587.376 0.0012 0.000520 0.03573.57E-061.207250.075074
21 35 RDF 2-2 0.0634 0.001492885.312 0.0619 0.000730 0.03063.00E-061.2124040.068154
2235 SOF 2-3 0.0792 0.000922975.616 0.0777 0.000100 0.02022.62E-061.2120030.064236 2330 RDF 31 0.0777 0.000742685.312 0.0702 -0.000020 0.02542.84E-061.2120930.06285
2436 RDF 3-2 0.0756 0.001292635.416 0.0741 0.000530 0.02632.53E-061.2120930.081571 2536 RDF 3-3 0.1185 0.000732570.448 0.1170 4.000030 0.04544.54E-061.2112150.006572
2638 RDF 4-1 0.0723 0.000742617.272 0.0700 -0.000020 0.0270 2.7E-061.2126870.056306 2738 RDF 4-2 0.0621 0.00073 2698.92 0.0606 -0.000030 0.02242.24E-001.2112150.050006 2836 ROE 4-3 0.0661 0.00074 2653.56 0.0560 -0.000020 0.0251251E-061.2100320.054962 2938 COMBINED RDF 0.075 0.000742730.672 0.0735 -0.000020 0.02602ee6061.2007420.00074FOR Co




























0.04632 6613.07 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.1829 0.00213 6003.79 2.09E-05 0.00E+00 0.0000033.03E-101.2058911.73E-05
4 26 MAGAZINE 1 0.3024 0.02131 8250.61 4.54E-05 2.04E-06 0.0000067.59E-101.2115553.92E-05
5 26 MAGAZINE 2 0.3014 0.01513 5860.51 4.63E-05 1.12E-06 0.0000068.43E-101.2063444.09E-05
6 29 MAGAZINE 3 1.1427 0.05468 4690.22 2.40E-04 284E-08 0.0000535.32E-091.2004570.000207
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.3012 0.03411 2896.50 0.98E-05 0.39E-06 0.0000373.66E-0906061040.000174
6 31 MAGAZINE 5 1.1119 0.02118 3084.48 3.56E-04 1.82E-06 0.0001161.16E-08 0.60320.000504
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 0.4158 0.01003 2531.09 1.50E-04 1.36E-06 0.0000636.35E-001.2124040.000133
1032 MAGAZINE 7 0.5961 0.01633 3188.81 1.83E-04 2.35E-07 0.0000575.75E-001.2100320.000151
1133 MAGAZINE 8 0.489 0.00496 3043.66 1.57E-04 0.00E+00 0.0000615.14E-091.2245200.000128
1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.5139 0.02024 2730.87 1.84E-04 1.71E-06 0.000068379E-001.2110740.000153
1333 MAGAZINE WI WOOD 0.318 0.01130 2639.54 1.00E-04 0.00E+00 0.0000363.92E-001.209742397E-05
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.2041 0.04178 2558.30 1.07E-04 0.00E+00 0.0000424.19E-001.2004508.87E-05
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 0.3411 0.01966 2349.65 1.41E-04 0.00E+00 0.000060 6E-001.2115260.000116
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.4212 0.02733 2625.93 1.48E44 0.00E+00 0.0000625.15E-091.2101210.00012
3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 0.1767 0.03206 4572.29 3.46605 5.34E-06 0.0000009.73E-101.1642313.43605
1734 ROF 1-1
1.0932 0.01396 2299.75 4.71E-04 0.00E+00 0.0002062.05E-061.2100320.000389
1834 RDF 1.2
0.6319 0.01262 2721.60 3.02E-04 0.00E+00 0.0001111.11E-001.2068640.00025
1935 RDF 1-3
1.0416 0.05319 3733.13 2.76E-04 2.90E-00 0.0000757.48E-001.2069670.000231
2035 ROE 2-1
1.2279 0.01913 2567.31 4.71E-04 4.64E-06 0.0001851.85E-061.207250.000394
2135 ROE 2-2
2.4774 0.0156 2685.31 9.16E-04 3.12E-06 0.0003423.42E-081.2124040.000759
2235 RDF 2-3
0.8586 0.01696 2975.62 2.82E-04 3.27E-00 0.000006 0.6E-001.2120030.000236
2336 ROF 3-1
1.5057 0.012e 2665.31 5.54E-04 2.00E-06 0.0002072.07E-C411.2120030.000450
2436 ROF 3-2
1.4937 0.01065 2635.42 5.60604 4.72606 0.0002142.14E-061.2120030.000466
2536 RDF 3-3
1.7948 0.01350 2576.45 6.19E-04 2.46E-00 0.0002692.69E-061.2112150.000571
26 38 ROE 4-1 0.8133 0.01380 2617.27 3.04E-04 2.54E-06 0.0001171.17E-081.2126870.000252
2738 ROE 4-2 0.9105 0.01372 2896.02 3.30E-04 2.41E-06 0.0001231.23E-061.2112150.000275
2539 ROF 4-3 0.96 0.01150 2833.54 3.55E-04 1.65E46 0.0001341.34E-061.2100320.000294
2938 COMBINED RDF 1.0182 0.01753 2730.67 3.86E-04 3.76E-06 0.0001351.35E-061.2007420.000300FOR




























0.065600813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.48032 0.057560903.792 0 0.01179 0.001711.71E-071.2068010.000777
4 26 MAGAZINE 1 1.90826 0.021480250.000 1.04730 -0.02431 0.163671.64E-051.2115550.644411
5 28 MAGAZINE 2 1.91354 0.026005800.512 1.05464 -0.01071 0.176591.7/E-051.2063440.857906
6 20 MAGAZINE 3 10.8768 0.009334690.224 10.0179 -0.03646 2.120140.0002131.2064578.273349
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 21804 0.019652898.504 1.6407 0.01015 0.569555.7E-050.0080042.712116
6 31 MAGAZINE 5 1.8292 0.01022 3064.48 1.2885 0.00072 0.417974.18E-05 0.60322.137301
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 3.2391 0.010792531.060 2.0094 0.00729 1.069300.0001071.2124042.232409
1032 MAGAZINE 7 1.3047 0.010273188.800 0.765 0.00077 0.240142.4E-051.2100020832381
1133 MAGAZINE 0 3.891 0.022213043.656 3.3513 0.01271 1.106250.0001111.2245282.747194
1233 MAGAZINE 9 4.7652 0.015142730.672 4.2255 0.00564 1.549490.00015512110743.493700
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 1.9737 0.010262630.536 1.86525 0.00551 0.858836.59E-051.2007421.540412
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 1.9737 0.058792558.304 1.06525 0.05404 0.750227.5E-051.200459 1.5069
1334 OFFICE PAPER 2 1.0356 0.027062349.046 0.92715 0.02233 0.404094.04E-051.2115260.783706
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 1.2967 0.020362825.028 1.19025 0.01561 0.426714.27E-051.2100210.096087
3 27 OFFICE WI WOOD 4.1319 0.009344572286 3.273 -0.03645 0.707867.06E-051.1642312.77999
1734 RDF 1.1 5.9392 0.000982290.752 5.73075 0.00223 2492670.00024912100324.734353
1834 RDF 1-2 3.3333 0.01225 2721.6 3.22485 0.0075 1.187870.00011012000642673674
1935 RDF 1-3 4.1247 0.013023733. 126 4.01625 0.00827 1.078060.0001061.2069673.334406
2035 RDF 2.1 3.9132 0.030912567.376 3.60475 0.0325 1.494620.0001491.207253.178505
2135 RDF 2-2 1.7442 0.016012685.312 1.63575 0.0095 0.612006.13E-051.2124041.357015
2235 RDF 2-3 2.1195 0.01202975.616 201105 0.00549 0.677098.78E-051.2120931.663084
2330 RDF 3-1 3.5556 0.026852665.312 3.44715 0.01944 1.290940.0001291.2120932.800003
2430 RDF 3-2 29295 0.013772635.416 2.92105 0.00838 1.072850.0001071.2120932.332668
2530 RDF 3-3 3.208 0.013192576.448 3.17955 0.00578 1.236330.00012412112152029863
2638 RDF 4-1 1.7526 0.024302617.272 1.64415 0.01698 0.034656.35E-0512126871.369793
2738 ROE 4-2 1.21038 0.01225 2698.92 1.10103 0.00404 0.41000 4.1E-051.2112150.913766
2936 RDF 4-3 1.4897 0.00883 2653.56 1.36125 0.00142 0.513535.14E-061.2109321.125307
2935 COMBINED RDF 1.0774 0.019752730.672 1.70895 0.01234 0.652336.52E-051.2097421.472454FOR Hg
FOR MERCURY
RUN NO. WEEKS TYPES
FRAC 16 FRAC 26 FRAC 3 SUMMATIONFUEL.(granled (PPI11)
TOTAL EMISSION
ek wh (dscm)9119/dooll B25 BLANK 1
N.D. N.D. N.D. B31 RANK 2
N.O. N.D. N.D. 1333 BLANK 3
N.O. N.D. N.D. B35 BLANK 4
N.D.
125 PONDEROSA
N.D. N.D. N.D. 0 6813.072 225 PONDEROSA
N.D. N.D. 1.547 1.547 6903.7920.0002242.24E-081.2058910.001283
4 26 MAGAZINE 1 N.D. N.D. 2.967 2.967 6250.8080.0004754.75E-081.2115550.002449
528 MAGAZINE 2 1.170 N.D. 7.953 0.123 5860.5120.0015571.56E-071.2063440.007563
628 MAGAZINE 3 N.D. 2.6255.750 9.375 4600.2240.001999 2E-071.2064570.007771
731 MAGAZINE 4 N.D. N.D. 4.000 4 2896.5040.001381.38E-070.6086940.006571
631 MAGAZINE 5 N.D. 3.5003.257 5.7565 3084.480.00219210E-070.60320.011201
931 MAGAZINE 6 3.900 4.242 3.750 11.892 2531.0880.0048984.7E-071.2124040.000900
1032 MAGAZINE 7 N.D. 7.70013.000 20.7 3185.8090.0064916.49E-071.2109320.017004
I 33 MAGAZINE
N.D. 5.27315.980 22.133 3043.6560.0072727.27E-071.22452e0.018075
1233 MAGAZINE 0 N.D. 6.06011.985 18.065 2730.6720.0066168.62E-071.2110740.014917
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD N.D. N.D. 6.1330 8.63 2839.5360.0023352.336071.2097420.006481
14 33 OFFICE PAPER 1 N.O. N.D.24.532 24.832 2558.3040.0007080.71E-071.2004500.020531
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 N.D. 7.85441.820 49.874 2349.6480.0211412.11E-061.2115260.041001
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 N.D. 5.25021.420 29.87 2825.0280.0104901.05E-061.2106210.024508
327 OFFICE W/ WOOD N.D. N.D.14.250 14.25 45722880.0031173.12E-071.1642310.01224
1734 ROE 1-1























2938 COMBINED RDF 4.800147.98029.526 182.2138 2730.6720.0667556.69E-061.2007420.150682 N.D.: Not DetectibleFOR K




























0.113016613.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 4.3158 0.247028903.792 1.3518 0.23562 0.229032.3E-051.2050011.316388
4 28 MAGAZINE 1 6.2965 0.058296250.808 3.3345 0.04689 0.540975.41E-051.2115552.79095 5 28 MAGAZINE 2 5.0548 51.585545800.512 20908 51.57414 1157040.0009101.20634444.4856 6 28 MAGAZINE 3 15.411 0.009144690.224 12.447 -0.00226 2.653340.0002851.20645710.31511 7 31 MAGAZINE 4 6.466 0.0111002896.504 7.44 0.00719 2.500320.0002570.800694122347 0 31 MAGAZINE 5 5.64 omen 3064.48 4.614 -0.00021 1.495610.00015 0.00327.048856 9 31 MAGAZINE 6 7.606 21949752531.088 6.579 26.94025 13.243020.0013241.21240427.84093 1032 MAGAZINE 7 12.753 0.000173186.000 11.727 -0.00033 3.677450.0003681.2100329.664004
1133 MAGAZINE 8 9.828 0.000103043.658 0.002 -0.00032 2801610.0002091.2245207.187626 1233 MAGAZINE 9 12.51 0.009122730.072 11.484 -0.00036 4.205420.0004211.2110740.482179
1333 MAGAZINE WI WOOD 0.021 0.000182830.530 7.0045 -0.00034 2746390.0002751.2007421451095
14 33 OFFICE PAPER 1 10053 0.197012550.304 17.0365 0.18831 7.045010.0007061.20945014.9032
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 23.130 0.000152349.048 21.9225 -0,00035 9.329070.0000331.2115201000488 1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 27.555 0.000172825.028 213385 -0.00033 9.320150.0009321.21062121.75502 3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 10.009 0.014604572208 15.045 0.00320 3.291190.0003291.16423112.92549 1734 RDF 1-1 27.106 0.000102290.752 25.8885 -100032 11.250040.0011261.21003221.37072
1834 ROE 1-2 21.912 0.00014 2721.8 20.0955 -0.00038 7.604030.000761.20886417.11949
1035 RDF 1-3 25.857 0.000173733.126 24.6406 -0.00033 6.800410.000801.20690720.41495 2035 ROF 2-1 70.755 0.018222567.376 80.5385 0.00872 27.066830.0027091.2072557.00797 21 35 RDF 2-2 50.145 0.016582685.312 489285 0.00906 18.224170.0016221.21240440.36400 2235 RDF 2-3 56.860 0.000222975.010 55.6515 -0.00028 10.702420.001071.21200345.91333 2336 MN 3-1 39.771 0.00922685.312 30.5545 -0.0003 14.357440.0014361.21209331.80790 2430 ROE 3-2 56.574 0.000102835.416 55.3575 -0.00032 21.005100.0021011.21200345.67074 2530 RDF 3-3 72.849 0.000162570445 71.6325 -0.00034 27.802680.002781.21121550.14075 26 38 ROF 4-1 89.450 0.009242617.272 68.2425 0.00026 26.073810.0020071.21288756.27358 2730 RDF 4-2 07.287 0.00014 2806.92 66.0705 -0.00030 24.480210.0024481.21121654.54665 2838 RIO 4-3 75.114 0.01196 2653.50 73.8975 0.00246 27.1140300.0027851.21003261.02734 2938 COMBINED RDF 45.504 0.009232730.672 44.3475 -0.00027 16240410.0018241.20074230.65842FOR Mg




























0.025446813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.0163 0.147020003.792 0 0.14477 0.020072.1E-061.2058010.120052
4 26 MAGAZINE 1 2.1296 0.014276250.606 0 0.01142 0.001631.83E-071.2115550.000426
5 28 MAGAZINE 2 2.2426 0.025155600.512 0 0.0223 0.003013.81E471.2063440.016486
0 26 MAGAZINE 3 13.1443 0.002744690.224 9.4375 -0.00011 2.012140.0002011.2064577.622401
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 19.7956 0.002762896.504 17.3517 -7E-06 5.906410.0005000.8086942050833
8 31 MAGAZINE 3 4.1364 0.00279 3064.48 1.8923 4E-05 0.548635.49E-05 0.60322005438
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 6.9590 0.000892531.000 8.5157 0.00104 2.577050.00025812124045.380005
1032 MAGAZINE 7 4.044 0.002753103.008 2.1909 -0.0001 0.680056.9E-051.2109321.616617
1133 MAGAZINES 10.0011 0.002753043.0543 7.557 -0.0001 24132640.0002481.2245280171206
1233 MAGAZINE 9 10.6455 0.008302730.672 8.2014 0.00554 3.006470.0003011.2110746.77655
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 4.9518 0.002752639.536 3.201 -00001 1.155440.0001161.2097422.712066
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 2.9154 0.002752550.304 1.2448 -0.0001 0.403484.66E-051.2004591.028972
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 1.7043 0.002742349.046 0.1235 -0.00011 0.062515.25E-061.21152410.101847
1934 OFFICE PAPER 3 2.4646 awns2825.928 0.6138 -0.0001 0.287942.08E-051.2106210.672134
3 27 OFFICE WI WOOD 4.1406 0.002754572260 0.4338 -0.0001 0.004659.40E-061.1842310.372321
1734 RDF 1-1
5.3301 0.002752200.752 3.6503 -0.0001 1.501130.00015912100323.021605
1834 RDF 1-2
3.2739 0.00274 2721.6 1.0031 -0.00011 0.560005.09E-061.2006641.32003
1935 RDF 1-3
4.170 0.00333733.126 2.5052 0.00045 0.67119611E-061.2009672.075000
2035 ROF 2-1
42.3663 0.035352567.376 40.0955 0.0325 15.883670.0015661.2072533.73516
2135 ROF 2-2 3.4593 0.023042685.312 1.7015 0.02019 0.673558.74E-051.2124041.401021
2235 RDF 2-3
2.9274 0.012172975.616 1.2566 0.00032 0.425434.25E-051.2120031.044408
2330 ROE 3-1 22955 0.00092685.312 1.0247 0.00405 0.383103.63E-051.2120030.648730
2436 ROF 3-2
2.232 0.008702635.416 0.5612 0.00304 0.21444214E-051.2120030400251
2536 ROE 3-3 25707 0.016672576.448 0.8000 0.01382 0.350343.55E-051.2112150.754363
2636 ROF 4-1
2.2833 0.002772017272 0.6125 -8E-05 0.233002.34E-051.2120870.505011
2738 RDF 4-2 22380 0.07133 2006.92 0.5601 0.06848 0.235852.36E-051.2112150.525671
2830 RDF 4-3
1.9156 0.00276 2653.58 0.245 4E-05 0.002200.23E-061.2100320.202240
2938 COMBINED RDF 20077 0.002772730.072 0.4160 E-05 0.152641.53E-051.2007420.344553FOR Mn





























0.037216813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.14006 0.105230903.792 0.02758 0.07027 0.014171.42E-0111.2050910.061143 4 26 MAGAZINE 1 0.15141 0.004210250.000 0.03591 -0.03075 0.001311.31E-071.2115550.006735 5 29 MAGAZINE 2 0.16623 46.597525860.512 0.05373 40.50256 7.934300.0007951.20634438.64262 6 28 MAGAZINE 3 0.9658 0.001654890.224 0.7533 -0.03331 0.153511.54E-051.2064570.59675 7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.2076 0.001672896.504 0.1912 0.00129 0.062966.3E-060.6006940.299006 8 31 MAGAZINE 5 0.2136 0.00093 3064.48 0.1672 0.00055 0.080670.09E08 0.00320.311257 9 31 MAGAZINE 6 0.3106 24.9251 2531.0138 0.2644 24.92472 9.959800.0000961.21240420.79267 1032 MAGAZINE 7 0.2283 0.001473188.806 0.2019 0.00100 0.063666.37E-001.2109320.167631 11 33 MAGAZINE 8 0.4257 0.001263043.656 0.4023 0.0000 0.132471.32E-051.2245260.32927 1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.5091 0.001282730.672 0.5727 0.0009 0.210002.1E-051.2110740.473029 1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 0.4722 0.002012539.536 0.456 0.00182 0.161231.61E-0512097420.378444 1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.1911 0.296162558.304 0.1749 0.29799 0.184851.85E-051.2094500.390093 1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 0.1644 0.000912349.648 0.1482 0.00072 0.063366.34E-001.2115260.122919 1034 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.3573 0.000922025.928 0.3411 0.00073 0.120961.21E-051.2106210.282350 3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 0.3444 0.000374572.288 0.2319 -0.03459 0.043154.32E-061.1642310.109477 1734 ROE 1-1 0.7617 0.000022290.752 0.7455 0.00073 0.324463.24E-051.2109320.616244 1834 RDF 1.2 0.3486 0.00037 2721.6 0.3324 0.00016 0.122201.22E-0512088640.275114 1935 ROF 14 0.4371 0.001263733.128 0.4200 0.00109 0.113041.13E-051.2009670.349828 2035 RDF 2-1 0.3282 0.001642567.376 0.312 0.00145 0.122091.22E-051207250.25964 2135 RDF 2-2 0.1308 0.001072885.312 0.1146 0.00148 0.043234.32E-001.2124040.005744 2235 ROE 2-3 0.1782 0.001292975.616 0.102 0.0011 0.054815.48E-061.2120930.134561 2330 RDF 3-1 0.3285 0.000462685.312 0.3123 0.00027 0.115401.16E-051.2120030.257870 2436 ROF 3-2 0.2595 0.005002635.416 0.2433 0.0055 0.004419.44E-061.2120930.205285 2536 ROE 3-3 0.2973 0.00112576.448 0.2811 0.00001 0.100401.09E-051.2112150.232832 2638 ROF 4-1 0.1743 0.002032617272 0.1581 0.00184 0.061116.11E-061.2126670.131669 2738 RDF 4-2 0.12784 0.09327 2696.92 0.11164 0.09306 0.075857.59E-061.2112150.10902 2638 ROE 4-3 0.1576 0.00147 2653.56 0.1410 0.00126 0.063845.38E-061.2109320.117992 2938 COMBINED ROE 0.189 0.000922730.672 0.1726 0.00073 0.063550.35E-061.2007420.143444FOR Mo






























2 25 PONDEROSA 0.0079 0.00568903.792 0 0.00484 0.0007017.01E-061.2058910.004014 4 28 MAGAZINE 1 0.0355 9E-056250.608 0.0247 -0.00067 0.0038443.84E-071.2115550.019634 5 29 MAGAZINE 2 0.0297 0.000215860.512 0.0169 -0.00055 0.0031313.13E-071.2063440.015211 6 28 MAGAZINE 3 0.1455 0.000734690.224 0.1347 41-05 0.0287132.87E-081.2064570.111824 7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.0406 0.000742898.504 0.0351 -2E-05 0.0121031.21E-060.6086940.057632 8 31 MAGAZINE 5 0.0354 0.00074 3064.48 0.0297 -2E-05 0.0096220.62E-07 0.80320.049204 9 31 MAGAZINE 6 0.0573 0.000752531.068 0.0616 -1E-05 0.020383204E-061.2124040.042552 1032 MAGAZINE 7 0.0351 0.000733168.606 0.0294 4E-05 0.0092109.21E-071.2109320.024254 11 33 MAGAZINE 8 0.0594 0.000733043.656 0.0537 -3E-03 0.0176331.76E-061.2245260.043629 1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.0729 0.000732730.672 0.0672 -3E-05 0.0245062.46E-061.2110740.055463 1333 MAGAZINE WI W000 0.0327 0.000732839.536 0.0315 -3E-05 0.0110031.11E-061.2097420.026014 1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.0249 0.000732558.304 0.0237 4E-05 0.0002529.25E471.2094500.019571 1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 0.0243 0.000732349.648 0.0231 -3E-05 0.0096180.82E-071.2115240.019042 1834 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.0306 0.000732825.928 0.0294 -3E-05 0.0103931.041-061.2106210.02426 327 OFFICE WI W000 0.0207 0.000734572.298 0.0099 -3E-05 0.0021502.16E-071.1642310.006478 1734 ROF 1.1 0.06 0.000732290.752 0.0588 -3E-05 0.0255552.56E-061.2100320.048533 1834 ROE 1-2 0.0402 0.00073 2721.6 0.039 -3E-05 0.0143101.43E-061.2066640.032237 1935 PDF 1-3 0.045 0.000733733.128 0.0438 4E-05 0.0117251.17E-061.2089870.036264 2035 ROF 2-1 0.0456 0.000732567.376 0.0444 3E-05 0.0172621.73E-061.207250.036753 21 35 ROE 2-2 0.0330 0.000732685.312 0.0327 -3E-05 0.0121661.22E-061.2124040.020048 2235 ROF 2-3 0.0316 0.000742975.616 0.0306 -2E-05 0.0102771.03E-061.2120930.025229 2338 ROF 3-1 0.0321 0.000742885.312 0.0300 -2E-05 0.0113001.13E-081.2120030.025477 2436 ROE 3-2 0.0351 0.000732835.416 0.0339 -3E-05 0.0128521.29E-061.2120030.027943 2538 ROF 3-3 0.0426 0.000732576.448 0.0414 4E-05 0.0160571.61E-061.2112150.034156 2638 PDF 4-1 0.0201 0.000742617.272 0.0160 -2E-05 0.0072147.21E-071.2126870.015569 2738 RDF 4-2 0.0258 0.00073 2896.92 0.0248 -3E-05 0.000104 9.1E-071.2112150.020285 2838 ROE 4-3 0.0237 0.00074 2653.56 0.0225 -2E-05 00084728.47E-071.2109320.018564 2038 COMBINED ROF 0.0258 0.000742730.672 0.0248 -2E-05 0.009001 0E-071.2007420.020318FOR NI




























2 25 PONDEROSA 0.0163 0.000436903.792 0.0076 -0.00071 0.001031.03E-071.2058910.005879 4 26 MAGAZINE 1 0.0461 0.02166250.606 0.0356 0.02046 0.008978.97E-071.2115550.046271 5 28 MAGAZINE 2 0.0652 0.005665860.512 0.0447 0.00432 0.00640 6.4E-071.2063440.040601 8 26 MAGAZINE 3 0.1503 0.004024890.224 0.1898 0.00288 0.036623.68E-081.2064570.14313 7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.0954 0.00634 2898.504 0.0936 0.0072 0.034763.48E-060.806604 0.1658 9 31 MAGAZINE 3 0.0465 0.00111 3064.48 0.0447 4E-05 0.014461.45E-06 0.80320.074055 9 31 MAGAZINE 6 0.0549 0.001122531.068 0.0531 -2E-05 0.020972.1E-061.2124040.043761 1032 MAGAZINE 7 0.0537 0.00113166.908 0.0519 4E-05 0.01828143E-061.2109320.042627 1133 MAGAZINE 6 0.0818 0.00113043.656 0.0798 -4E-05 0.026212.82E-061.2245260.065135 1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.003 0.001092730.672 0.0912 4E-05 0.033383.34E-0012110740.075264 1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 0.0093 0.00112639.536 0.0875 4E-05 0.023782.38E-061.2097420.055764 1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.0682 0.00112558.304 0.0364 -4E-05 0.022032.2E-061.2094500.046590 1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 0.0633 0.00112349.646 0.0615 -4E-05 0.026182.82E-0612115260.050729 1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.0693 0.00112825.928 0.0675 -4E-05 0.023872.39E-0012106210.065723 3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 0.0618 0.00114572.288 0.0711 4E-05 0.015541.55E-081.1642310.0610311 1734 RDF 1-1 ace94 mom12299.752 0.0678 4E-05 0.03807361E-0612109320.072306 1834 ROF 1-2 0.0336 0.00116 2721.6 0.0318 2E-05 0.011691.17E-0012008640.026322 1935 RDF 1-3 0.0456 0.002933733.128 0.0438 0.00179 0.012211.22E-061.2009670.037772 2035 RDF 2-1 0.0483 0.001092567.376 0.0465 -5E-05 0.016001.61E061.207250.039476 21 35 RDF 2-2 0.0345 0.00111 2685.312 0.0327 4E-05 0.012171.22E-081.2124040.026046 2235 ROF 2-3 0.0378 0.012352975.616 0.036 0.01121 0.015571.59E-061.2120030.038949 2336 RDF 3-1 0.0483 0.00112985.312 0.0465 -4E-05 0017301.73E-061.2120030.03833 2436 RDF 3-2 0.039 0.00112635.416 0.0372 -4E-05 0.014101.41E-081.2120030.030650 2538 RDF 3-3 0.0648 0.00112576.446 0.063 -4E-06 0.024442.44E-0612112150.051961 2638 RDF 4-1 0.0368 0.00111 2617.272 0.0348 -3E-05 0.013281.33E-061.2126670.028672 2738 RDF 4-2 0.0384 0.0011 2896.92 0.0366 -4E45 0.013551.35E-061.2112150.030185 2838 RDF 4-3 0.0321 0.0011 2653.56 0.0303 -4E-05 0.011401.14E-061.2109320.024989 2936 COMBINED RDF 0.03 0.001112730.672 0.0282 -3E-05 0.010321.03E-061.2097420.023286FOR




























0.03936813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.15913 2.25809903.792 -0.01517 2.22364 0.319923.2E-051.2058911.831567
4 26 MAGAZINE 1 0.58556 0.037510250.006 0.41120 0.00255 0.068200.62E-001.2115550.341553
5 26 MAGAZINE 2 0.72032 0.148605800.512 0.54002 0.11373 0.112581.13E-051.206344 0.5400
6 20 MAGAZINE 3 4.5084 0,04174690.224 4.3341 0.00674 0.925519.26E-051.2064573.596008
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.6726 0.043382696.504 0.5365 0.00642 0.188091.89E-050.0008040.896514
8 31 MAGAZINE 5 0.543 0.04942 3064.48 0.4009 0.01446 0.137251.37E-05 0.00320.701057
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 0.9978 0.138092531.068 0.8637 0.10313 0.381963.82E-051.2124040.797449
1032 MAGAZINE 7 0.6858 0.038893188.808 0.5517 0.00303 0.174241.74E-061.2109320.456545
1133 MAGAZINE 8 1.326 0.050643043.656 1.1919 0.01588 0.396823.97E-051.2245260.966325
1233 MAGAZINE 9 1.653 0.052342730.872 1.5189 0.01738 0.562605.63E-051.2110741.268527
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 0.9141 0.037552839.538 0.7088 0.00107 0.201622.02E-051.2007420.661025
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 2.1588 0.052932558.304 2.0433 0.01645 0.905129.05E-051.2094501.703034
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 1.5006 0.049042349.648 1.3651 0.01258 0.594845.96E-061.2115201.153630
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 2.5374 0.057232825.928 2.4219 0.02075 0.854378.64E-051.2106212017663
3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 0.9945 0.036474572288 0.8202 0.00351 0.18015 1.8E-061.1642310.707514
1734 RDF 1-1 4.6059 0.063542299.752 4.5804 0.02706 200348 0.00021.2109323.904887
1934 RDF 1-2 2.4027 0.06767 2721.6 22872 0.03119 0.651856.52E051.2088641.917825
1035 RDF 14 29007 0.080713733.120 2.8452 0.02423 0.768647.89E-051.2009672.377380
2035 RDF 2-1 3.5130 0.078542567.376 3.3964 0.04401 1.341160.0001341.207252852193
2135 ROE 2-2 1.3689 0.071712665.312 1.2534 0.03808 0.480944.81E-051.2124041.065222
2235 ROF 2-3 1.6833 0.076862975.816 1.5676 0.04323 0.541415.41E-051.2120931.320131
2336 RDF 3-1 2.1294 0.0872685.312 2.0130 0.05337 0.78984 7.7E-051.2120031.705537
2430 ROF 3-2 1.0578 0.00772635.416 1.5423 0.06407 0.800536.1E051.2120931.325286
2536 RDF 3-3 1.6543 0.104962576.445 1.7368 0.07135 0.702587.03E-051.2112151.494491
2038 ROE 4-1 1.2294 0.067082617.272 1.1139 0.03345 0.436364.38E-051.2126870.946122
2738 ROF 4-2 1.03827 0.07188 2606.92 0.92277 0.03825 0.356063.56E-051.2112150.703435
2038 RDF 4-3 1.3077 0.06743 2653.56 1.1922 0.0336 0.402024.02E-051.2109321.012443
2038 COMBINED ROE 1.3218 0.06462730.072 1.2063 0.03007 0.453104.53E-051.2007421.022755FOR Pb




























0.000876813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 3.368 0.000118903.792 3.3086 -0.00464 0.478574.79E-061.2058912.73905
4 28 MAGAZINE 1 0.8261 0.003666250.608 0.7667 4l00109 0.122401.22E-061.2115660.631923
5 26 MAGAZINE 2 0.4041 0.010905680.512 0.3447 0.00623 0.060685.99E-061.2063440.290004
6 20 MAGAZINE 3 1.1160 0.004574690.224 1.0575 -0.00016 0.225432.25E-051.2084570.876384
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.4872 0.004632898.504 0.4479 -0.00012 0.154401.54E-050.8008040.735641
8 31 MAGAZINE 5 0.6351 0.00464 3084.48 0.5058 -0.00011 0.103121.93E-05 0.00320.98755
9 31 MAGAZINE 8 1.0110 0.004872531.088 0.9726 -8E-05 0.364233.84E-051.2124040.802142
1032 MAGAZINE 7 1.317 0.004503188.808 1.2777 -0.0001e 0.400634.01E-051.2100321.065006
1133 MAGAZINE 8 1.7301 0.004503043.656 1.0908 -0.00010 0.558425.58E-051.2245261.387908
1233 MAGAZINE 9 1.0500 0.004562730.672 1.6116 -0.00019 0.50011 5.9E-051.2110741.330563
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 0.4887 0.004582839.536 0.4012 -0.00017 0.109401.80E-051.2097420.39763
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.6516 0.004582558.304 0.6441 -0.00017 0.251702.52E-051.2004590.532412
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 0.7278 0.004572349.048 0.7203 -0.00018 0.306483.06E-051.2115280.504301
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.8815 0.001502825.928 0.654 -0.00016 0.231372.31E-051.2108210.540086
3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 1.5567 0.004504572.268 1.4073 -0.00017 0.32744327E-051.1642311265939
17 34 ROW 1-1 3.7641 0.004507290.752 3.7566 -0.00016 1.633410.0001031.2100323.102106
1534 ROF 1-2 3.3248 0.00457 2721.6 3.3171 -0.00018 1.210740.0001221.2088642.743632
1935 RDF 1-3 4.1538 0.004503733.128 4.1463 -0.00016 1.110630.00011112000873.435173
2035 RDF 2-1 8.9092 0.00622567.376 8.0617 0.00145 3.490980000351207257.441002
21 35 ROE 2-2 8.1324 0.078022885.312 8.1240 0.07327 3.052970.0003061.2124046.761913
2235 KW 2-3 7.4712 0.00461 2975.616 7.4637 -0.00014 2506240.0002511.2120036.15756
2336 ROE 3-1 7.0306 0.00402685.312 7.023 -0.00015 2615280.0002821.2120036.793006
2436 RDF 3-2 7.7484 0.004502035.410 7.7400 -0.00016 2937200.0002941.2120036.386250
2536 ADE 3-3 0.4900 0.004582576.448 8.4831 -000017 3.292490.0003291.2112157.003653
2638 ROE 4-1 9.2837 0.004022617.272 9.2502 -0.00013 15365300003541.21241877.6321196
2736 ROF 4-2 125202 0.00457 2600.92 12.5127 -0.00018 4.636120.0004641.21121510.33065
2836 ROE 4-3 13.8335 0.0040 2653.56 13.626 -0.00015 5.134930.0005131.21093211.25237
2036 COMBINED ROE 6.816 0.004612730672 6.8085 -0.00014 2493290.0002491.2097425.627944FOR










(mg (ppm) (16. w/w)(doom) (mg/cIscm)
B 25 BLANK 1 1.0305 0.2945
B 31 BLANK 2 0.3543 0.0182
B 33 BLANK 3 0.3297 0.0232
B 35 BLANK 4 0.0352
1 25 PONDEROSA 0.2976 0.57076813.072


































0.007816003.702 0 0 0.00000 01.2051301 0
4 28 MAGAZINE1




0.002355860.512 0.04424 0 0.007557.55E-071.2063440.038673
6 28 MAGAZINE3
0.4377 0.004574690.224 0.4035 0
0.060038.6E-061.2064570.33445
7 31 MAGAZINE4




0.00464 3064.46 0.0562 0 0.016221.82E-08 0.60320.09317
0 31 MAGAZINE6
0.1353 0.004672531.068 0.1204 0
0.047674.76E-061.2124040.000307
1032 MAGAZINE7
0.0306 0.004503188.506 0.0217 0
0.006818.81E-071.2100320.01792
1133 MAGAZINE6
0.129 0.004503043.656 0.1141 0 0.037493.75E-061.2245200.003179
1233 MAGAZINE0
0.1032 0.004562730.672 0.1463 0
0.064318.43E-081.2110740.122453
1333 MAGAZINEWI WOOD
0.0351 2004562032536 0.0275 0 0.000720.72E-071.2007420.022815
1433 OFFICEPAPER 1
0.066 0.004582558.304 0.0565 0 0.022872.29E-061.2004500.048360
1334 OFFICEPAPER 2
0.0636 0.004572349.646 0.0561 0 0.02386230E-001.2115280.046306
1834 OFFICEPAPER 3
0.0866 0.004502025.026 0.0501 0
0.02001209E-061.2106210.046810
327 OFFICE W/WOOD
0.0657 0.004554572.268 0.0315 0 0.0008011.811E-071.1642310.027056
1734 ROE It
0.7000 0.004502299.752 0.7023 0
0.305383.05E-051.2100320.579087
1534 ROE 1-2
0.5520 0.00457 2721.8 0.5454 0 0.20040 2E061.2068640.451167
1935 ROF 1-3
0.6360 0.004503733.128 0.6294 0 0.168601.80E-051.2000670.521472
2035 RDF 2-1
0.7641 0.010752567.376 0.7506 0 0.294702.05E-061.207250.626714
2135 ROF 2-2
0.5733 0004842885.312 0.5658 0 0.21070211E-061.2124040.466676
2235 ROF 2-3
0.7101 0.004012975.618 0.7020 0 0.23612236E451.2120930.570650
2330 REIF 3-1
0.4960
0.00462685.312 0.4914 0 0.183001.83E-061.2120930.405414
2430 ROE 3-2
0.504 0.004502635.418 0.4965 0 0.108401.88E-061.2120030.400622
2536 RDF 3-3
0.6012 0.004562576.448 0.5037 0 0.2304323E4612112150.490160
2636 ROE 4-1
0.249 00046e2617272 0.2415 0 0.002279.23E-001.2126870.190145
2738 ROF 4-2
0.2907
0.00457 269202 0.2022 0 0.108271.06E-051.2112150.241243
2038 RDF 4-3
0.3234
0.0048 2653.56 0.3159 0
0.110051.10E0512100320.200673
2038 COMBINEDROE
0.4851 0.004812730.672 0.4776 0
0.174901.75E-061.2007420.304705FOR Se
FOR Se
RUN NO. WEEKS TYPES
FRAC 16FRAC 26FRAC 3SUMMATION FUEL((rame)(ppm)
TOTAL EMISSION
(S. w/W)(dam) (mg/dscrn) B25 BLANK 1 0.0380 k D. N.D. B31 BLANK 2 0.0100 N.D. N.D. B33 BLANK 3
0.0570 N.D. N.D. 835 BLANK 4
N.D. 125 PONDEROSA
0.0580 0.0190 0.0120 6813.072 225 PONDEROSA
0.0260 0.0640 0.1530 0.205 6903.7922.97E-052.97E-091.2058010.00017
428 MAGAZINE 1 0.1720 0.2100 0.3310 0.675 6250.6060.0001081.00E-0812115550.000557
529 MAGAZINE 2 0.0660 0.1710 0.0650 0.204 5680.5124.85E-054.65E-091.2083440.000235
628 MAGAZINE 3 0.0540 0.2130 0.0940 0.323 4690.2246.89E-056.89E-091.2084570.000266
731 MAGAZINE 4 0.4310 0.1290 0.1940 0.735 2898.5040.0002542.54E-080.8066940.001206
31 MAGAZINE 5 0.9310 0.1935 0.3710 1.4765 3064.480.0004794.79E-06 0.80320.002448
931 MAGAZINE 6 0.1670 0.1050 0.2490 0.502 2531.0850.0001981.98E-081.2124040.000414
1032 MAGAZINE 7 1.8860 0.3170 0.3190 2.503 3168.8080.0007857.85E-0812109320.002067
1133 MAGAZINE
0.3790 0.4150 0.1370 0.912 3043.656 0.0003 3E-061.2245260.000745
1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.1990 0.2220 0.0610 0.453 2730.6720.0001861.65E081.2110740.000374
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 0.1820 N.D. 0.2100 0.335 2839.5360.0001181.18E-061.2007420.000277
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.6470 0.2350 0.1560 1.011 2558.3040.0003053.95E-081.2004500.000036
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 1.2290 0.6360 0.2380 2.246 2349.64800009569.56E-061.2115260.001854
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.5050 0.6370 2.1010 3.278 2925.9280.0011501.16E-071.2105210.002706
327 OFFICE W/ WOOD 1.7880 0.2470 N.D. 1.996 4572.2680.0004384.36E-061.1642310.001714
1734 ROF 1-1
0.8410 0.5400 0.1400 1.484 2299.7520.000637037E-0812100320.001200
1834 ROF 1.2
1.4230 0.8270 0.6400 2.833 2721.60.0010411.04E-071.2068640.002344
1935 RIX 1-3 2.9130 0.9370 0.0740 3.1167 3733.1290.0010381.04E-071.2089670.003204
2033 ROE 2-1
7.0290 3.1340 0.2040 10.31 2567.3760.0040184.02E-071.207250.00654
2135 REIF 2-2 2.8000 7.4670 N.D. 2885.3120.0037283.73E-071.2124040.006256
2235 ROE 2-3 7.6880 7.4760 N.D. 1'11161.0051 2975.61600050785.08E-0712120030.012462
2336 ROF 3-1 8.7030 5.0060 2.4510 16.103 2685.3120.005997 6E-071.2120030.013285
2436 RDF 3-2
5.0810 4.7010 0.2570 9.662 2635.4160.0037883.79E-071.2120930.006235
2536 RDF S-3
2.8610 4.3130 0.1050 7.022 2570.4480.0027252.73E-071.2112150.005797
2636 RDF 4-1
8.5390 99510 N.D. 13.433 2617.2720.0051325.13E-071.2126670.011077
2738 KW 4-2
7.6370 4.5880 N.D. 12.168 2806.920.0045064.51E-071.2112150.010046
2836 RDF 4-3
7.0010 5.7240 N.D. 12.758 2653.580.0048084.81E-071.2109320.010536
2938 COMBINED ROF 7.0670 5.7660 0.1490 12.945 2730.6720.0047414.74E-071.2007420.010701FOR SI






FRACTION IA FRACTION 2A
(Oa) 090
TOTAL EMISSION
















































33 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD
33 OFFICE PAPER 1
34 OFFICE PAPER 2
34 OFFICE PAPER 3






























































































































































































































































































Otit) (PM) (% iihi)Piing B 25 BLANK 1 0.0429 0.0133 B 31 BLANK 2 0.0306 0.01170 B 33 BLANK 3 0.0009 0.01482 B 35 BLANK 4
0.01235 1 25 PONDEROSA 0.0483 0.013676813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.04251 0.001606903.792 0 0 0 01.205601
4 26 MAGAZINE 1 0.16066 0.010106250.606 0.11776 -0.00311 0.018341.03E-061.211555
5 25 MAGAZINE 2 0.11813 0.009645860.512 0.07523 -0.00366 0.012211.22E-061.206344
6 28 MAGAZINE 3 0.3679 0.006414890.224 0.345 -0.00460 0.072517.25E-001.200457
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 0.1929 0.015022896.504 0.1623 0.00324 0.057115.71E-060.0011004
II 31 MAGAZINE 5 0.1554 0.01691 3084.48 0.1246 0.00513 0.042124.21E-06 0.6032
0 31 MAGAZINE 6 0.3744 0.014372531.006 0.3436 0.00250 0.136851.37E-051.212404
1032 MAGAZINE 7 0.2637 0.012293188.808 0.2331 000051 0.073207.33E-001.210932
1133 MAGAZINE 8 0.2919 0.011013043.656 0.2613 -000077 0.065000.56E-061.224526
1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.3549 0.015142730.672 0.3243 0.00336 0.11999 1.2E-051.211074
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 0.2154 0.011362039.530 0.2065 -0.00340 0.072217.22E-061.209742
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 0.1473 0.013372556.304 0.1404 -0.00145 0.054315.43E-061.209450
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 0.1032 0.010062349.648 0.0063 -0.00476 0.036063.9E-061.211526
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 0.087 0.013762625.926 0.0001 -0.00106 0.027972.6E-001.210621
3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 0.3861 0.012004572.266 0.3432 -0.00121 0.074607.46E-061.164231
1734 ROF 1-1 0.3367 0.011572290.752 0.33111 -0.00325 0.142601.43E-051.210932
1634 ROF 1.2 0.3003 0.01317 2721.6 0.3024 -0.00165 0.110601.11E-061.206064
1935 ROF 1-3 0.3406 0.015773733.126 0.3417 0.00095 0.091799.18E-061.206067
2035 RI* 2-1 0.4696 0.015312567.376 0.4629 0.00296 0.191451.111E-051.20725
2135 MY 2-2 0.4641 0.015422605.312 0.4572 0.00307 0.171401.71E-051.212404
2235 RDF 2-3 0.4095 0.014012975.616 0.4626 0.00166 0.150021.50E-051.212093
2336 RDF 3-1 0.630 0.017302685.312 0.6321 0.00603 0.237262.37E-051.212003
2436 RDF 3-2 0.7242 0.016732635.416 0.7173 0.00638 0.274002.75E-051.212093
2536 ROF 3-3 0.6547 0.019972576.446 0.6476 0.00762 0332023.32E-051.211215
2635 RDF 4-1 0.3216 0.012382617.272 0.3147 3E-05 0.12025 1.2E-051.212667
2730 RDF 4-2 0.3072 0.00951 2096.92 0.3903 -0.00284 0.143561.44E-051.211215
2930 RE* 4-3 0.4002 0.01325 2653.56 0.3933 0.0000 0.146561.49E-051.210932
2938 COMBINED RDF 0.4206 0.013662730.672 0.4137 0.00131 0.151961.52E-051.200742
On(lAtiinqFOR





























0.033986613.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.5122 0.091876903.792 0 0 0.0000 01.205991 0 4 29 MAGAZINE 1 1.04607 0.000526250.600 0 0 0.0000 01211555 0 5 26 MAGAZINE 2 0.30078 0.001165860.512 0 0 0.0000 01.206344 0 6 29 MAGAZINE 3 1.5365 0.000184690.224 0 0 0.0000 01.206457 0 7 31 MAGAZINE 4 1.9645 0.000192693.504 0.6774 0 0.23372.34E-050.6066941.112674 9 31 MAGAZINE 6 1.1168 0.00019 3064.46 0.6297 0 0.20422.04E-05 0.60321.043932 9 31 MAGAZINE 8 1.5759 0.000192531.086 0.3915 0 0.15451.55E-0512124040.32316 1032 MAGAZINE 7 0.723 0.000153166.500 0 0 0.0000 01.210032 0
11 33 MAGAZINE 0 20193 0.000183043.656 0.8322 -1E-05 0.27342.73E-051.2245260.6791102 1233 MAGAZINE 9 1.8657 0.000182730.672 0.0996 -1E-03 0.25622.56E-051.2110740177061 1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 1.2351 0.000152639.536 0.6967 -1E-05 0.31583.15E-051.2097420.741224 1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 1.2204 0.000182536.304 0.1179 -1E-05 0.34363.44E-051.2094500.728763 1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 1.3052 0.000152349.646 0.9645 -1E-05 0.41064.11E-0512115260.796343 1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 1.4247 0.000182825.926 1.0633 -1E-05 0.36333.63E-051.2100210.904822 3 27 OFFICE WI WOOD 1.6857 0.000104572288 0 0 0.0000 01.164231 0 1734 RDF 1.1 1.6796 0.000162299.752 1.5364 E-05 0.0699100E-0512109321.270410 1634 ROF 1-2 1.3104 0.00015 2721.6 0.960 -1E-05 0.35603.56E-051.2065640.001571 1935 RDF 1-3 1.5096 0.000153733.126 1.4662 -1E-05 0.39333.93E-051.2009571.216429 2035 ROF 2-1 1.0464 0.000162567.376 0.706 -1E05 0.27482.75E-051.207250.593964 21 35 ROE 2-2 1.4037 0.001562665.312 1.0623 0.00167 0.39623.06E-0512124040.577571 2235 ROF 2-3 1.5951 0.000152975.618 1.2537 -1E-05 0.42134.21E-051.2120931.034318 2338 ROF 3-1 1.3422 0.000162683.312 1.0006 -1E-05 0.37273.73E-051.2120030.925671 2436 RDF 3-2 1.2471 0.000102635.416 0.9057 -1E-05 0.34373.44E-051.2120930.747212 2535 ROF 3-3 1.3419 0.000162576.445 1.0006 -1E-06 0.38633.83E-0512112150.620022 2630 RDF 4-1 1.306 0.000162617.272 1.0446 -1E-05 0.30913.99E-051.2126670.661365 2739 RDF 4-2 1.3419 0.00015 2696.92 1.0006 -1E45 0.37073.71E-051.2112150.926022 2039 ROE 4-3 1.2249 0.00016 2653.56 0.6635 -1E-05 0.33293.33E-0512109320.729593 2936 COMBINED RDF 1.2294 0.000182730.672 0.888 -1E-05 0.32523.25E-051.2007420.734033FOR TI
TOTAL EMISSION
SAMPLE NO. TYPE FRACTION 1AFRACTION 2A FUEL FRACTION IA FRACTION2A (Sitic mv)(Ir^ Pirgert mg)(vim) 080 080 (PM) (16.M(fiscm) 0119kbal6 8 25 BLANK 1 2.8551 0.00651 B 31 BLANK 2 2.8193 0.00076 B 33 BLANK 3 229035 0.00076 B 35 BLANK 4
0.00076
1 25 PONDEROSA 1.9963 0.007508813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 2.3902 0.010548003.792 0 0.00503 0.0017.29E-081.2058910.004171
4 26 MAGAZINE 1 6.78006 0.005956250.608 3.92496 0.00044 0.8288.28E4512115553.239966
5 28 MAGAZINE 2 11.58613 0.013215e60.512 8.71103 0.0077 1.4880.0001491.2063447.227399
6 28 MAGAZINE 3 52.026 0.000734690.224 49.1700 -0.00476 10.4830.0010481.20645740.75248
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 7.7148 0.00371 2898.504 5.0855 0.00295 1.7590.0001760.6088048.376048
8 31 MAGAZINES 5.7000 0.00074 3064.48 3.0618 -2E-05 0.9099.99E-05 0.80325.10872
9 31 MAGAZINE 8 10.1922 0.000762531.068 7.5729 0 2.9920.00029912124046.248185
1032 MAGAZINE 7 3.81 0.000733188.808 1.1907 -3E-05 0.3733.73E-051.2100320.983267
1133 MAGAZINE 8 13.6045 0.000733043.658 11.1652 4E-05 3.6760.0003671.2245289.134285
1233 MAGAZINE 9 16.1433 0.000732730.672 13.524 -3E-05 4.9530.0004951.21107411.18692
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 6.9076 0.000732639.536 4.61745 4E-06 1.6280.0001631.2097423.818883
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 9.6474 0.000732558.304 7.35705 4E-05 2.8760.0002881.2064596.052902
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 5.4815 0.000732349.648 3.17115 -3E-05 1.3500.0001351.2115282.817450
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 8.8282 0.000732825.928 6.33565 -3E-06 2.2420.0002241.2108215.233529
3 27 OFFICE W/ WOOD 3.9485 0.000734572.288 1.0014 -0.00478 0.2382.36E-051.1642310.933337
1734 ROE 1-1 8.0055 0.000732299.752 5.80615 4E-06 2.5240.00025212100324.793027
1834 ROE 1-2 5.373 0.00073 2721.6 3.08265 -3E-06 1.1330.0001131.2088842.550014
1935 ROF 1-3 5.6425 0.000733733.128 3.55215 -3E-05 0.9529.52E-0512069672943013
2033 AM 2-1 4.181 0.001092567.376 1.87065 0.00033 0.7297.29E-061.207251.549787
21 35 ROF 2-2 3.3246 0.004272685.312 1.03425 0.00351 0.3863.88E-051.2124040.655952
2235 RI* 2-3 3.3972 0.000742975.618 1.10655 -2E-05 0.3723.72E-051.2120930.913158
2336 RI* 3-1 4.157 0.000632885.312 1.87865 7E-05 0.6906.99E-051.2120031.54833
2438 RDF 3-2 3.9555 0.000732835.416 1.66515 4E-05 0.6326.32E-051.2120031.373756
2536 REIF 3-3 4.3182 0.000922576.448 2.02785 0.00018 0.7877.87E-051.2112151.67436
2638 RDF 4-1 3.522 0.001112817.272 1.23165 0.00035 0.4714.71E-051.2126871.015926
27 38 REIF 4-2 3.0676 0.00073 2606.92 1.67745 4E-05 0.6226.22E-051.2112151.384907
2838 SOF 4-3 3.6555 0.00073 2653.58 1.30515 -3E-06 0.5145.14E-051.2109321.12733
2936 COMBINED ROE 3.4305 0.000142730.672 1.14015 E-06 0.4184.16E-051.2097420.942457FOR




























0.041386813.072 2 25 PONDEROSA 0.28305 0.101446903.792 0.18725 0.07978 0.03583.58E-061.2058910.204853
4 28 MAGAZINE 1 3.73885 0.045168250.608 3.62305 0.0235 0.58345.63E-051.2115553.00081
5 28 MAGAZINE 2 2.17616 0.008285860.512 2.08036 -0.01338 0.34933.49E-051.2083441.696846
6 26 MAGAZINE 3 5.85705 0.005124890.224 5.74125 -0.01654 1.22060.0001221.2064574.745059
7 31 MAGAZINE 4 2.6703 0.008532896.504 25845 0.00376 0.89309.93E-050.8000044.252186
8 31 MAGAZINE 5 22056 0.00297 3064.46 2.1220 -0.00178 0.88706.88E05 0.80023.51028
9 31 MAGAZINE 6 7.7897 0.008772531.088 7.6839 0.00402 3.03740.0003041.2124046.341055
1032 MAGAZINE 7 11.9103 0.006443166.000 11.8245 0.00369 3.70930.0003711.2109329.76784
1133 MAGAZINE 6 7.0476 0.013953043.858 6.9616 0.0092 229030.0002291.2245265.692615
1233 MAGAZINE 9 0.8071 0.00932730.672 8.7213 0.00455 3.19550.000321.2110747.205051
1333 MAGAZINE W/ WOOD 3.4734 0.008242839.536 3.39165 0.00482 1.19810.000121.2097422807599
1433 OFFICE PAPER 1 14.8899 0.028212558.304 14.90815 0.02479 6.79600.000551.20945012.26411
1534 OFFICE PAPER 2 18.141 0.018472349.648 16.05925 0.01306 7.90150.0007891.21152614.91097
1634 OFFICE PAPER 3 13.4895 0.020732025.920 1538775 0.01731 6.51290.0006511.21082115.20299
3 27 OFFICE WI WOOD 10.3802 0.007334572.288 10.24.44 -0.01433 2.23740.0002241.1642318.796076
1734 RDF 1-1 5.6232 0.007532290.752 5.54145 0.00411 241140.00/12411.2109324.57958
1034 RDf 1-2 4.4214 0.0075 2721.0 4.33965 0.00400 1.59800.000161.2068641593233
1935 RDF 1-3 5.0421 0.011193733.128 4.96035 0.00777 1.33060.0001331.2080674.116202
2035 RDF 2-1 12.1233 0.013462567.376 12.04155 0.00892 4.99370.0004891.207259.981752
21 35 RDF 2-2 7.1767 0.012262685.312 7.09695 0.0077 2.64570.0002651.2124045.659969
2235 RDF 2-3 8.7711 0.015482975.616 8.66935 0.01092 2.92390.0002921.2120037.17780
2336 RDF 3-1 6.3476 0.000202665.312 8.28605 0.00372 3.07980.0003001.2120936.622719
2436 RDF 3-2 9.5800 0.000552835.416 9.49905 0.00499 3.60630.0003611.2120937.841015
2530 RDF 3-3 12105 0.01852576.448 1202325 0.01304 4.67200.0004871.2112159.938112
2630 RDF 4-1 3.9037 0.039182817.272 3.72195 0.03482 1.43530.0001441.2126673.007724
2738 RDF 4-2 2.7616 0.00658 269592 200985 0.00202 1.0011 0.00011.2112152.23071
2838 RDF 4-3 5.2377 0.01066 2853.56 5.15595 0.0003 1.04540.0001951.2109324.263039
2936 COMBINED RDF 4.065 0.007012730.672 3.96325 0.00245 1.45960.0001461.2097423.294809PARTICULATE & MOISTURE CONTENT
TYPES PARTICLE MOISTURE
trams) (ml)
FUEL IPart/fust I Mole/fuel
(grams) (deem) (PPTI) w/w) (mCgdeem)(m24101)(S. Wei)(mg/deem)




Air Fuel Cl F SO4 Undertdeem) (Brame) (13Prn) w/w)Ineli/deerni (PP11) Wei)(rn9/deern) (13Prn)(%, wier)(rnigdeern)
PONDEROSA 6035 1.2058918903.792 0.460.00005 2.628 0.31073.11E-05 1.7788 0.777.88E-05 4.40 MAGAZINE1 9045 1.2115556250.606 7.020.00070 36.217 0.13901.39E-05 0.7171 19.871.99E-03 102.51 MAOAZINE2 9030 1.2063445860.512 7.450.00075 38.193 0.09859.65E-06 0.4688122.201.22E-02 593.86 MAOAZINE3 9060 1.2064574690.224 11.100.00111 43.152 0.00323.18E-07 0.0124 30.643.08E-03 119.12 MAOAZINE4 7045 0.6066942898.504 24.100.00241114.760 3.06803.06E-0414.5617 42.994.30E-03 204.71 MAOAZINE5 7030 0.80323064.48 21.200.00212108.407 0.37673.77E-05 1.9263 38.003.80E-03 194.31 MAGAZINES 7080 1.2124042531.068 51.600.00516107.723 0.46194.62E-05 0,9643 68.206.82E-03 142.38 MAGAZINE7 11045 1.2109323188.808 41.800.00416109.547 0.41224.12E-05 1.0655 50.075.01E-03 131.85 MAGAZINE8 11030 1.2245283043.656 44.000.00440109.365 -0.2021-2.0E-05-0.5022 48.344.83E-03 120.15 MAGAZINE9 11060 1.2110742730.872 50.800.00508114.541 -0.2347-2.3E-05-0.5293 41.694.17E-03 94.00 MAOAIWOOD 9045 1.2097422839.536 20.900.00209 49.057 0.64406.44E-05 1.5116 30.463.05E-03 71.50 OFFICE1 9045 1.2094592558.304 49.100.00491103.859 0.29332.93E-05 0.6204 56.255.63E-03 118.98 OFFICE2 7045 1.2115262349.648 58.800.00586113.650 0.79867.99E-05 1.5492 88.076.81E-03 132.02 OFFICE3 11045 1.2106212825.928 49.700.00497118.014 0.58995.70E-05 1.3303 55.175.52E-03 128.78 OFFPNOOD 9045 1.1642314572.288 2.990.00030 11.743-0.1133-1.1E-05 -0.4449 9.729.72E-04 38.16 RDF1-1 11045 1.2109322299.752 78.200.00782148.514 3.94503.95E-04 7.4922133.501.34E-02 253.54 RDF1-2 9045 1.208864 2721.8 80.100.00801160.335 1.79701.80E-04 4.0457133.501.34E-02 300.56 RDF1-3 7045 1.2069673733.128 56.400.00564174.444 0.92589.26E-05 2.8835 81.968.20E-03 253.50 RDF2-1 7045 1.207252567.376 72.500.00725154.181 0.83718.37E-05 1.7802117.001.17E-02 248.62 R0F2-2 9045 1.2124042885.312112.000.01120248.065 2.45602.46E-04 5.4397153.901.54E-02 340.87 RDF2-3 11045 1.2120932975.616107.000.01070262.679 1.68001.66E-04 4.0752152.801.53E-02 374.62 RDF3-1 11045 1.2120932885.312146.000.01460323.453 1.41701.42E04 3.1393174.201.74E-02 385.93 RDF3-2 9045 1.2120932835.416151.000.01510328.315 0.07017.01E-06 0.1525182.701.83E-02 397.24 RDF3-3 7045 1.2112152576.448157.000.01570333.964 4.25504.26E-04 9.0511201.902.02E-02 429.47 RDF4-1 11045 1.2126872817.272101.000.01010217.902 1.35001.35E-04 2.9136144.301.44E-02 311.43 RDF4-2 9045 1.2112152698.92117.000.01170280.708 1.32001.32E-04 2.9413156.701.57E-02 349.17 RDF4-3 7045 1.2109322653.56103.000.01030225.706 1.34401.34E-04 2.9452152.101.52E-02 333.30 COMBINED RDF11045 1.2097422730.672112.000.01120252.810 2.31902.32E-04 5.2345142.101.42E-02 320.7595
Appendix B






MOM PCB Total Under 2376 123711123719123407912345070 2370 12378123709123447612345678 PONDEROSA 90 3515.2500.207 5 IS 43 99 29 107 22 340 es 124 OFFICE 110 45117410.352 13 10 22 36 13 51 14 402 48 70 OFFICE 90 4S17.1282.514 0.4 3 5 10 1 22 5 213 0 30 OFFICE TO 4513.302.403 22 41 180 105 13 134 41 6474 147 171 OFFAY000 110 4513.7579.701 20 00 147 219 32 296 022279 202 116 MACl/W000 10 4514.0092.476 27 02 130 295 62 447 102 633 209 275 MAGAZINE 90 4516.7180.311 0 23 38 07 40 174 48 61 137 133 MAGAZINE 70 45104470.253 IS 53 93 170 49 290 76 39 231 103 MAGAZINE 110 4514.4479.129 11 30 MI Ise ag 240 73II 06 179 MEM 90 4514.7162.944 8 20 33 es 20 105 29 10 100 SO REIF.111 110 45882 111.024 14 40 00 250 57 440 134 102 273 201 ROE,60 TO 45123561.250 6 23 MI 140 30 170 53 77 177 120 110F.w4rew
RDFA4rwle
90 4513.0002.763 24 79 143 430 138 479 77 195 631 430 70 45 1205.200 8 39 74 225 56 402 64 e2 230 216 ADC wIror 110 4510.4211.594 17 50 130 865 2082 350 243 453 2340 1310 ROF.eprIn0 90 4511.1790.447 3 00in 387 145 379 lee 187 409 451 RITT.sprIng 110 45118083.029 0 111 275 700 320 912 319 438 10411 658 RDF.sprIng 70 as11.9001.012 10 110 190 723 243 1100 283 336 932 WO 110F,surnmer 70 4510.7903.744 1 48 64 270 130 223 113 141 386 347 FIDFAumener 90 451007 117.521 3 36 61 172 70 262 se 115 302 196 FILIF.winnw. 110 4313.4465.395 5 97 230 510 206 550 1303225 766 585
TYPE Excess TW FUELSTACKTold PLO( I
Total PCDFs Taw Under(IM)(escm) Tetra-Ports-/MewHopis-Octs Tatra-PerilsHow.lisps*0c14 PONDEROSA 90 3515.2500.207 07 187 164 208 29 311 210 774 215 124 OFFICE 110 4513.7410.352 41 62 75 76 13 156 66 1110 340 70 OFFICE 90 4517.1282.514 1$ III 19 20 1 65 23 373 76 30 OFFICE JO 4513.312.403 99 102 400 311 13 340 241f2021 792 171 OFF/W000 90 4513.75 79.7111 241 32s 434 303 32 875 4183577 444 106 MAGAVOOD 10 4514.0082.478 434 577 571 562 es 13110 713 1915 470 275 MAGAZINE 00 4518.71 110.316 191 208 218 171 40 eel 520 422 UM 136 MAGAZINE 70 4510.4478.253 291 345 300 314 40 961 514 1130 378 103 MAGAZINE 110 4514.4479.120 319 545 406 320 41 1105 949 710 406 179 110F,Iall 00 4514.7102.044 170 20? 271 216 26 1064 164 539 163 SO 110F,1411 110 45KW81824 402 701 727 606 07 1775 1447 1179 424 201 ROFfill 70 4S123591.250 207 342 312 291 30 718 577 551 100 120 RDIF,a4aMe 00 45110882.763 1000 1248 992 1142 130 314$2404 11114 771 430 110F,6116w 70 45 1265.209 013 741 856 400 se 2798 1192 1015 370 218 ROF,666w 110 4510.4279.564 1634 OW 034 1510 2062 206020323753 3815 1310 ADF,sprIng 00 4511.07 110.447 501 774 735 700 145 1949 1874 1519 ea 456 POE Aping 110 4511.86e3.02e 758 1470 1090 153$ 320 3315 33703480 1513 858 PC1f,speIng 70 4511.9081012 647 1306 1174 1421 243 426535663060 1290 702 RDFAummer 10 4510.7963.764 420 668 504 555 130 1488 1557 1275 568 347 RCIF,sunwner 90 45106797 521 267 475 352 358 70 1629 1205 1044 450 195 ROf Ammar 110 4513.4065.365 341 052 WO 1013 206 1434 NO3752Dal 56597
Appendix C
Chromatogram of RDF and Paper Combustion
Sample Number Sample Number
PONDEROSA 1-1 RDF,fall 12-1
OFFICE 2-1 RDF,winter 13-1
OFFICE 3-1-1 RDF,winter 14-2
OFFICE 4-1 RDF,winter 15-2
OFFICE/WOOD 5-1 RDF,spring 17-2
MAG/WOOD 6-1 RDF,spring 18-2
MAGAZINE 7-1 RDF,spring 19-2
MAGAZINE 8-1 RDF,summer 20-2
MAGAZINE 9-1 RDF,summer 21-2
RDF,fall 10-1 RDF,summer 22-2
RDF,fall 11-1 RDF,combo 16-298
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